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SUMMARY

Prior ,to the pa hod covered by this report, we had spent seven years

erience in the development of competence during

studying the role of e

the first six years of life.

We confirmed the fact that children develop-

ing poorly do not reveal educational deficits until sometime during the

second-year of life (except in ries of extrime deprivation, serious CNS
damage, etc.).

Our longitudinal natural etpariment was designed to show

us the nature of the differences and similarities in child-rearing prime

tices between very eff ctiva and relatively ineffective families.

J

4%

orm true longitudinal experiments, with families
We now plan to per.
of average levels of child-rearing practices especially between the

6

period when their new infant is between eight and twenty-four months of
age.

Comparisons of results wjll be made among control, groUp families
'2

and the experimental group.

A pilot project (the subject of this report) hat been performed as
O

a prelude to the comparative experimental work.

The pilot project in-

volved the creation of an experimaqtal treatment for' the subsequent longitudinal study.

That experimental treatment took the fore cf a training

program for families.

The and products of thespilgt program phase have

been the creation of a trainigt program and a pilot execution of that
program,with eleven families and their children.
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BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH

The Harvard Preschool Project Was initiated in 1965.

Appurpose

has'always Been relatively simple to state; determining how to structure

the experiences offhe first six years of life so that each child could
make the most of whatever potential (for education) he brought with him
Into the world.

Our history since 1965 and up to the time of the present

A
report has been documented in previous final reports and also

in pu'llica-

tions (B. White [In Press', B. White and J. Watts, et al. 11973]).

Our strategy has been to examine, as closely as we could, the life
histories of young children who have gone through the first years of

life in a manner characterized by high levels ofachievement of general
abilities.

In addition to the close scrutiny of excellent early develop-

ment, we have simultaneously been studying the processes wherein children

who start off looking reasonably intact in the first mouths of life
gradually fall behind.

4

The procedure that wi have utilized for this purpose can be charec,

terised as a longitudinal, natural experiment.

We have sought out spe-

cial families in Eastern Nassadhusetts who seem to be doing either an
especially effective job of childrearing or a relatively weak job of
childrearing in the preschool years.

Ur have used ethological observa-

tional procedures to observe the day-to-day development of new children
in these families as it happens between the first and third birthdays of
these children.

%

e

There have been two central outcomes of this kind of research.

First of all we have learned a great deal abo)t the details of daily life

2.

- f.

.

6

'

I

of different kinds of young children

1.

We have learned,) foeximile, of
.

the kinds of experiences children ty\ically undergo and the kinds of
,

childrearing practices that parents employ.
was the major purpose of ,J6 research-.

The second kind of outcome

We have generated a collection

4

'of hypotheses about effectivlorand ineffective childreating practices.
Bear in mind that our _goal is an understanding of the effeCt of child'.

rearing practices on the developmentlof general competence in young chil.

dran.
4

Natural experiments such as the one that we have recently executed
can only produce correlational data onAthe effects 'of,childrearingjarec-%

tics.. 'Therefore, we must be guarded in our statements' about the iract
of different environmental'circumstances on developments.

The kinds
-17

correlational data that we have created constitute a source of hylidtheaet

which, in any proper scientific investigation, should then be put to ex-perimehtal test.

It was our planto move from our natural experiment

to a true longitudinal experiment wherein children would be assigned at
random to several groups and where the hypotheses generated from our

'previous research would be put to experimental test in the lives of
deir,41o0ing children.

When we proposed such work, Mrs. Esther Kresh,of theFederal Office
of Child Development,wisely advised us to budget a substantial period
.rt

field test our experimental treatment.

of time to develop-and

She

reasoned that our experience in child developMant research had not in-

eludeeexpetience training young families in their childrearing practices.
h,

Ip retrospect her counsel was..extraordinarily valuable.

pad we attempted

our comparative experimentation yhen'we initially intended to, I believe
i

?

A

4e.

we could not have produced valid results.

Following Mrs. Kresh's advice

we devoted the two years that this report deals'with td, the creation and
field-testing of an experimental treatment, or put in more mundane terms,

a training piogram for families with young children.

411
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SPECIFIC PLAN

a
Our first activity was the analysis of what we had learned from our
preSeding longitudinal, natural experiment.

The second activity con=

lasted of the creation and piloting'of a training ptogr

for families

in order to test the feasibility of our experimental treatment.
Analytic Work
In the longitudinal study that preceded this particular phase of
the work,'some 40 families had been observed as they reared their efiii
dren in the second and third years of the children's lives.

Half of these
fl

children were observed forotwo full years beginning on or about their first
.a

birthday.

The other half were first observed on their second birthday and

were follOwed for another year.'

In addition to comprehensive assessments

retested on
at oelabout the third birthday, all forty children are being
or about their fifth birthday.

We gathered a large amount of data on these forty children.

We hats

data on typical everyday experiences along.with information about the behavior of other people as it related to the stream of experience.

In most

but on occasion
cases the other people were the mothers of these'children,
the fathers, housekeepers, other siblings,'and occasionally peers would be
involved.

We also gathered data on the course of acquisition of various

competencies of these children-and data on their social experiences.,
4

Not only did we collect quantitative data in substantial amounts
the project also
on these forty children, but the core staff of
the
gained a good deal of informal information about all asOcts of

children's lives.

Perhaps the most interesting and most important aspect

5.

b.

for the research concerned the environments of the children; both the
physical and human:circusistances within which they lived.

It is-hard to

cone away from a study where you visited a home every other week, twenty-

six times a year Tor'one or two years, without an intimate understanding
of the family style and the childrearing practices that are ihvolved.
In addition to the work that the core preschool project staff pert

formed in that natural experiment, there was a simultaneous examination
of the lives of these children going on under the directiOn of Jean C.
Watts.

Her special focus was on environmental factors especially the

role of the primary caretaker.

A good deal of interesting,information,

on these same children was therefore generated by Dr. Watts and her staff..
In the earlier major report on the results of the longitudinal study
(White and Watts, et al., 1973) the data from the two efforts was.not
fully integrated.

Although the same subjects were shared, the research

was actually done quite independently in each case.

The pilot study

which is reported in this final report did not partake in any substantial
degree of the data from Dr. Watts' study.

Dr. Watts therefore has no,

responsibility, formal, or otherwise, for any of the research to be
discussed.

The experience of the longitudinal study along with other relatively

well-dstablished information on early growth and development led our
staff to focus on that time ii life-between the onset oil' crawling and

language learning ability (six to eight months of age) and the second
birthday.

We had become convinced, from all that welid learned, that
a

children generally manage to get tff the crawling stage reasonably intact

"(from an educational point of view), Mt that few manage to get the most,

4
Ow'

We therefore felt

educationally, out of the succeeding sixteen months.

that the first priority of any course of research oriented toward the
maintenance of/optimal development in the early years was to prevent the
falling off of development in the eight- to twenty-four-month period.
We had come to believe that there were four; educational foundations
that were at risk between eight- and twenty- four - months of age:

(1) language developmen
4016

-

(2) curiosity development

(3) social skills and attachment development
(4) the development of the roots of intelligence.

experimenpfl treatment-training program was therefore designed
A

to:

(a) make parents more aware of the course.of development of"these

four educational foundation processes, (b) help them emulate the child-.
rearing' practices of apparently successful parents, and (c) help them

avoid those of apparently unsuccessful parents.

Purther shaping of the.

experimental treatment came froM the- actual experienCes we had' in attempt-

ing to wort with a small group of, families as their children grew from
five months to twenty -four months of age.

Executing theJl.lot Study
Specific Steps
1.

Introduction
Through the mechanism of regular staff discussions oaf the ex-

periences of working with parents on their childrearing practices, we
believe we strengthened our experimental treatment.

For example, we knew

that there would be a good deal of verbal interchange between staff And,
families throughout the pilot period and the training program in general.

II

"No

-r.
0

,

..

......,/

.

'Tfie;reforet

,'.

.. .

.

.

we dinided we would relieve the stress'thit-might be caused
A

,
.

.

.

.

by.long -tern vetbal interchange by' using a -few well chosen- movies
..,
.

.

.

.

We

.
.

.

,

.screened quite a number before we selected some for trial, but we 'ould
.

.

not know in advance how effective the various Movies.

`judgment On films was the kind of practiCal problem

ould be.

Final

h could only be

resolved bytrial'and,error.
Similarly, the optimal freqUency of visits to homes was something

that We found difficult to anticipate in advance; we learned how to
.

-

'space the:visits through experience.

Numerous other related kinds of

.

i.

1.1earkingsrwere
met and coped with through,the actual piloting of the
_
.

g'-':A-

.

,IPt,.

..

:-,, project.

Some of'the more interesting aspedts will be discnised further

2." Subjects
We wanted to work with" absot a dozen families in this pilot

phase. ,We were confident that not every family we began to work with
would turn out satisfactorily for the purposes of the research.

We were

concerned, for example, that if a young couple was not getting along
terribly well with each other, the family discord (which had to be ex-

pected oncein a while) might interfere with the proper utilization of
the ideal about childrearing that we sought to test.

We also were con-

cerned with the possibility of families beineanreliable.

From our

previous work with families we knew that there were some who often failed
to keep appointments.* For these reasons we started with a few extra

faMilies (nso16) and reduced to twelve between the five and eight month
iod of their child's lives.

Subsequently, one additional family

dropped out because of health reasons.

We will report on our experience

3

or

with the remaining eleven families from the time their children were
eight months on.

.

We chose families in a rather special way.

We did not want fami-.

lies who were likely to do such a good job with their children that there
was not much room for improvement; nor, did we want families where conditions were such that the ideas would not be given a fair chance.
aimed for families with average childrearing abilities.

So, we

We tried to de-

termine the childrearing capacity of each family as carefully as we
could; although it is clear that we currently have no very reliable yardA

stick to measure that capacity in each family.

Our criteria for selec-

tion and eligibility are therefore of likely interest in this regard;
Nand, they w114 be found in Appendix A.
The important characteristic, of the families in the study are
indicated in Table I.
3.

Procedures
The goal of this pilot study was the creation of an effective

training program to assist people in educating infants, which would
help us to put the hypotheses generated from the natural experiment to a
proper experimental test.
(see Appendix B).

We have produced such a training program

We have also piloted it; and, in the process, refined
4

it.

4

We feel confident that this is a feasible; though imperfect, train-

ing program.

The program concentrates. on the age range, Are to seven-

teen months.

The reason it concentrates on the five to seventeen

month period is that we feel that a powerful input can be made at that
age into the deirelopment of the young child to preclude the loss of poten-

tial we claim is generally happening.

We believe that most families do
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a perfectly adequate job pith their children until the children get to'

be of crawling age; but, very few families do an exceptionally good job
from the onset of crawling on through the second birthday.

We were

particularlyconcerned with certain natural developments of the second,
year of life.

We knew that sometime around fourteen, fifteen, or six-

teen months of age children enter into negativistic behavior, and families find this difficult ;o deal with.

We therefore extended our input

to these families until the seventeenth month in order to provide assistance during those months when the family is

;.&ittning to cope with, the
pz,

problems generated by negativism.
From Schedules I and II you can 'See that we have treated the five-

to eight-month period separately from the eight- tvseventeen month

" period.

We reasoned that the five- to eight-month period is a relatively

1
easy one for most families and could be used as a time to prepare them
at a relatively leisurely pace for what was going to happen when the
child began to crawl about the home.

We used two kinds of activities

to tetroduce the training progratito families during this time period.
We had group visits at the Univetsity featuring discussions and films;

and, we had follow-up home visits to discuss the films and toget to
know the individual circumstances in the home.

Descriptions 6f what went

on in each of the grot4 and he visits are presented in Appendix B, as
part of the description of the training program.
Once the baby turned eight months of age we shifted into high gear
in our training program.

The frequency of.hoMe visits was raised such

that we were contacting families in their awn homes, approximately every
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eously, the
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In addition, we began to monitor closely the

University was reduc
processes of development.

We were particularly interested in the stream of experiences of
theie children and such data collection is represented in Schedule II by
the, symbol T.

We were also interlined in the behavior of the mothers

and &specially\the degree to which it corresponded to the behaviors we
were advocating.

The frequency with which we sampled those behaviors is

represented by the placement of the letter M.

We collected data`On the

details of the child's social life (S), and we were assessing the growth
of competence periodiCally through the time (B, L, Ci, C2, and S).

.As

the child approached two years of age, we initiated our final assessment
measures which can be seen in Schedule III.
After each of the home visits a relatively brief report of what
transpired was produced by the particular home visitor.

Wo.routinely

held meetings to discuss our views of how things were going in each of
the family situations.

The home visit reports were very important

elements in those discussions.

Samples of those home visit reports are

presented with the training program material in Appendix B.
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EVALUATION OP THE PILOT STUDY
r

*

Is the, program acceptable to familiee?

At the outset of the study, we had no particularly strong hold over
these families.

We did pay them for participation at the rate of $5 fOr

a half day, and certainly nosi/of these families were so well off that
the money was not welcomed.

However, we asked them for a good deal of

cooperation over a protracted period of time.

All in all we were in-

teracting with them for Bois nineteen or twenty months and we were,visiting their homes on the average of twCi to three times a month throughout
that period.

If the program were not deemed to be useful, or if the

people attempting to execute it were
home, the degree of

t'It

particularly welcome in the

articipation in the study would probably have re-

flected those difficu

es.

Following the departure of the one family

out pf twelve (where there was a health problem very early in the project)
the other eleven families participated religiously.

In total

uled approximately 500 hose visits with the eleven families.
495 appointments were kept.

we schedOf those,

Attendance at the group visits held here

it the University was significantly- lower (51 of 66 visits made).

While

this particular sample is amall.and somewhat homogeneous, this result
seems rather important.

0

Did the program have Ex effect on child-rearing practices?
One of the special capacities of research of this sort is to go
beyond the statement of the training procedures to a closer examination
of the actual processes involved in the child's development.
made a serious attempt to do this.

We have

We have sampled the behavior of the
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mothers involved in the study to see the degree to which they have
actually emulated the childrearing practices that we believe are most
dqsirable and the degree to which they have apparently avoided nonbeneficial childrearing practices (see Appendix C for Adult Assessment
Scale).

In addition to this look at the exteneto which the training

"took," We have sampled the stream of experiences each child underwent
using our task instrument.

These two kinds of data ate not commonly

gathered in most evaluations of educational programs, but they represent
a baiic quality c4 the style of research the Preschool Project performs.

Adult retTonses to children's overtures.- Table 2 presents summary
data on the behavior of the caretakers in this study.

It is based upon

thirty-minutecontinnous observations spaced one month apart and numbering anywhere from a minimum of five to a maximum of ten observations per
family with the nodal number between eight and nine.

The age of the

child during these observations was between eight and one half to sixteen and one half months of age, Corresponding to the intensive family
support phase of our project.

Although a good deal might be made of

these data, I only intend to present what seem to be reasonably impressive
highlights.

Data fria one of our eleven families is not included.

Be-

cause of Illness and various other uncontrollable factors, wtNonly

managed to accumulate four, half-hour protocols; and, the variability of
data of this sort is such that we felt that a minimum of five would be
necessary before we could have confidence in the representativeness of
the information.
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Table 2

,

Adult Behavior in Response to a Child
Initiated Interaction

Median.

Range

Category
*

Frequency of S's overtures to A

1-13

5.0

'1-13

4.5

*

Frequency of overtures responded to by A
Total duration of responses
R'duratioft of response time

*

40-463 seconds

*

;13-40 sOmonds

105.0 seconds
". 26.0 seconds

Timing arid direction of A's response:*

67-100%

82.0%

delayed

0-20i

0.0

c.

ignored

0-33

0.0

d.

rejected

0

0.0

a.

immediate

b.

41

A's perception of S's needs:*

b.

partial

c.

none

100.0

81-100

a. \accurate

;

0.0

0-50
Of

0.0

*

Level of difficulty of A's words:
a.

appropriate

b.

too complex

c.

too simple

d.

baby talk

e.

none

0-100
0

.

0-50

67.0
0.0
10.0

0

0.0

0-25

0.0

*

A's satisfaction of S's needs:
20-100

82.0

partial

0-20 .

0.0

no

0-60

7.0

a.

yes

b.
c.

This data summarizes observations on eleven Ss during the ages from 8-17 months.
median of
The number of 30-minute observations on each S range from 5-10 with a
8 or 9 observations.
*mean per 30-minute observation
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-

(a) What percentage of the time did adults respond to the overtures made la the children?

\Me figure indicates that in nearly every instance.ovetture made
by a thild to an adult were responded to.

Even in the most extreme of

circumstances the response never fell bel ow 75%.

In passing I should

eta

remark that that lowest figure-is for the one family where our staff
4

agreed, as a whole, that we had failed in our attempts to significantly
influence the childrearing practices of the adult involved.

(b) g, much total time did these adults spend in responding to

overtures fom the children?
ExclusiVe of routine caretaking (which will be discussed a bits.

later), we find the central tendency in our ten family situations to be
106 seconds out of the 30 minutes or slightly under two minutes.

(c) What was the avera5e duration of =individual response to a
child's overture?

The answer to that question is 25 1/2 seconds or slightly less than
1/2 minute.

(d) How quickly was the Child responded to?
Here it is clear, for the most part, tills response on the part of

the adult was immediate.

By immediate we mean no later than three seconds

after the child initiated an overture.

Eighty-six percent of the time is

the median value for immediate responses showing that responses were not
always immediate, but the scores for delayed responses or ignoring overtures are very low for the group as a whole.

n

p.

(e)-How accurately did the adult perceive the aubject's need?
It is rather remarkable that the subject's need was almost alitays
perceived accurately.
(f) To what extent was language.uaed, and when it waa7used was it
-711

at a level of difficulty which was neither overly complexfor overly simple
for the child?

The figures of 722 for the average appropriate level and 9% far
language that was too(simple for the child are the only entries.
(g) To what extent did the adult meet the child's need?
Complete satisfaction seemed to us to occur. 82 1/2% of the time.

Occasionally, there was Only partial satisfaction and slightly more often
there was a definite failure to satisfy. the young child.

Adult-initiated interactions.

Turning to the information outlined

in Table 2A, we find information about the interactiws between caretaker
and child that were initiated by the adult.

Herb we find, for example,

that the central tendency was five of such interactions per 30 minutes

which corresponds exactly to the central tendency for child-initieted
interchanges.

The total duration of time spent in such activities

averaged out to 65 seconds or a bit more than one minute per half hour.
The average duration of the interchanges was some 16 seconds, (con-

-

siderably shorter than the duration of responses to child-initiated
interactions).

The ratio of purposes of stimulating versus, control of

the child favorAtstimulating the child (60 to 40%).

The final bit of information about maternal behavior in leaf; secure
in that we did not always collect thloinformation.

It concerns the total

St

Table 2A
Adult Behavior When Initiating Interaction

With a Child.

Category

Range

Frequency of A initiated intstactiona

3-9

Total duration of interactions
31

duration per interaction

Median

4.0

55-215 seconds

65.0 seconds

13 -30 seconds

16.0 seconds

A's purpose
a.

to stimulate

40-86%

60.0%

b.

to control

14-60

40.0

',This data summarizes observations on eleven Ss during the ages from 8-17 months.
The number of 30-minute observations on each S range from 5-10 with a median of
8 observations.

*mean per 30-minute observation

J
(

3 0 0 °,t
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amount of interaction time including routine caretaking, such as; diapering of the baby, wiping a child's face, and feeding of the child.

As far

as we can tell, the time spent in such activities was less than one minute, but with a rather wide range moving on up, in one instance, to 19
out of the 30 minutes in total.

If you add all time spent in adult-child

interactions; 105 seconds spent responding to a child's overtures, 65
second* in adult-initiated interchanges, and no time.(on average) in
routine caretaking, you get a total of 170 seconds or just under three
minutes for the 30-minute observation span or approximately 9.5% of the
time.

Discussion
'I believe these figures show that by and large the adults in this
training prograM (in nearly every instance the mothers of the children)

did come pretty close to what we asked them with respect to their interchange: with their children.

The overall percentage of time involved in

interchanges appears to be slightly greater than what we had previously experienced in our natural observation data where no attempt was made to
influence the behavior of the,perents; and, this difference ii understandable.

The dat

feature rather wide variability in some instances.

We found, for example, in the number of overtures to the mother, a range
of from 4 to 13 for a 30-minute observation session.

Also, in regard to

the tendency to stimulate a child or to control him, again we find rather
broad ranges with one mother stimulating a child 40% of the time in such
interactions and another stimulating her child 86% of the time.

Con-

versely, the range with respect to,controlling episodes by the mother went
from a low of 14% to a high of/ 60%; these figures being the reciprocal

of the figures on stimulation.

The only place where one might have hoped

16.

io

for significantly better performance by the pilot families was in, the

area of the difficulty level of the words-used by the parents.

The cen-

tral tendency of 72% (appropriate behavior)' with a range of from 50 to

100% stands out as a leas impressive performance than other aspects of
these data.
b

My conclusion is that we did, indeed, manage an effect on the behavior of the mothers and an effect, very probably, in the direction that
we desired.

There is no way of being certain of that statement because

we do not have comparable data from the control group during this particular pilese of our research.

Such data will be available as our next

study progresses.

Did the program have am effect on the experiences of the children?
The data we gathered with our task instrument should tell us (to
some extent) the degree too which the experiences of the children were affected by the program.

By themselves these data cannot answer the,question,

but fortunately we have data on the same topic for other childrin that we had
studied in our previous work.
important categories.

These children fell into two particularly

We have data on the experiences of children who

while starting equivalently in terms of achievement at twelve months of
lege ended up at three years of age either outstandingly well developed or
rather poorly developed.

The extent to which the tasks of children in

this pilot group in the training program resembled the experiences of
children developing well versus those developing poorly should therefore
be instructive.
perfect.

One caveat, however; none of the instruments we use are

They all have their weaknesses.

First, there is the simple

question of the reliability of the instruments which in some instances

;
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is rather low.

Then, there is the question of the power of the instru-

ments; whether we are really capturing what it is about mothers' bem.
haviors or the particular experiences of children that is important,
which at this point in time is not certain.

With those warnings in mind

let us take a look at the task data outlined in Table 3.
The task data presented are for nine of the eleven pilot subjects.
In one case, due to illness in the family, we were.unable to gather
adequate data

In another case, we are deleting the data on the ex-

periences of one child in the frank acknowledgment that our program
failed with his family.

The data were gathered on five occasions during

the twelve- to fifteen-month age range.

For the purpose of comparison

the five highest and five lowest achievers in our preceding study are
used to provide some sort of standards against which to judge the data
from the pilot subjects.

The most desirable outcome of the pilot study would:have been,a
striking similarity between the typical experiences of our pilot study
and those of our extraordinarily well-developed children.
the outcome.

Such was not

On balance, I would judge that their patterns of experience

more closely resembled those of the well-developing children than those
who developed poorly; but, there are some exceptions .to that statement.

Perhaps the most hopeful signs in that graph have to do with the categories of nontask behavior, fine motor mastery experiences and of live
language directed to the subject.

Nontask experienced are those where a child does not seem to be
doing much of anything.

Children engaged in desultory scanning or aim-

leis wandering would be categorized as being in a state of nontaska

If
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Table 3

All Tasks Comparative Data

1,

.

Social Tasks

Pilot
Croup

Advanced
Croup

N -9

N -5*

'Delayed
Croup
N*5*

i

4

4
A

To please
To cooperate
to gain approval
To procure a service
To gain attention
To maintain social contact
To avoid unpleasant circumstances
To annoy
To direct
To assert self
.

1

2.5
0

1.3
1.4
2.4

0.3
2.1

0

0

0

-1.4
2.9
1.7

1/

0.7
1.4
1.6

O.

0

0

0
0

'0

1.2

0.3

0
0

i

2.0

0

0.8

*

.

.

Nonsocial Tasks

1
To eat
To gain information (visual)
To gain information
(visual & auditory)
Nontask
To pass time
To find something to do
To prepare for activity
To construct a product
To choose
To procure an object
Cross motor activity
To gain pleasure
To imitate
To pretend
To ease discomfort
To explore
Mastery** - Total
Fine motor mastery
Cross motor mastery
Language - Live - Direct
Other

7.5
12.2

4.1
21.4

6.2
11.0

5.5
12.9
4.4

5.8
9.3
0.8

3.2
18.2
4.1

0

0

0

0.5

1.5

1.3

0

0
4.4
0.7
2.1
0.7
0

2.3
15.2
11.8
6.8
3.1
2.9
0.9

/0

02.3
0
0.6.

0

0

0.1

0.7
0.2

0

0

0.5
14.9
11.4

1.7
12.5
15.3

5.8

2.1

0

0.4

mo The data on the pilot advanced and delayed groups svmarizes 3-5 30-minute
observations on each S during the 12-15 month age range.

Thirty-nine Ss were ranked according to their achievement levels at 3 years.
The data presented in this table represents the scores for the 5 most advanced
and the 5 most delayed subjects.

** Mastery - At the time the data were recorded for the advanced and the delayed
groups, observers did not discriminate-between gross and fine motor mastery.
Consequently, only total mastery scores are available for teese ttwo groups.

1'
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you look at the chart you will find that well-developing children had

the least amount of such werience (9.3%).

The pilot subjects had

12.9% and the children who subsequently developed rather poorly had by

feethe greatest amount of such experience at this time in their lives
,(18.2%).

Turning to the area of mastery experiences, we find that unfortunately the breakdown between fine and gross motor mastery tasks is only
available for the pilot subjects.

At the time we were gathering these

data on the other two groups, we had not routinely been making the distinction between fine and gross motor mastery experiences.

We had, how-

ever, noticed from the outset and repeatedly through our research that

high frequency of fine motor mastery experiences was a regular accompaniment to'very good development.

The fact that finetmotor mastery tasks

are very common in our pilot group is therefore a probable good sign.

Moving to the third area we find that well-developing children had
by far the greatest amount of live language, directed. toward them in this

age range (5.8%).

However, the pilot group had 2.9% and our poorly de-1

veloping children had 2.1%.

While these differences are not large, and

may not even be statistically significant, they are in the right direction.

In contrast, one aspect of the task data is particularly worrisome.

You will note that the well-developing children had negligible amounts of
peas time

experience at this point in their lives.

The poorly-developing

Passing time occurs when a child has nothing interesting to do, but he
Confinement to a playpen or a car seat, for
cannot leave the situation.
example, soon becomes pass time experience most of the time.
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children and the pilot group (both 4.1%) looked very much alike in this
regard.

Uhy this happened we really do not know, but we would have been

much,happier had we seen much less pass time experience in the lives of

our pilot sample.
The only /they point within these data that I believe merits atten///

7

tion at this'//

/

is in the p in information (v), category.

tion (v) means steady staring activity.

Cain informa-

There is a great deal of it in

our well-developing children (21.4%), and slightly more than half as much
in both our poorly developing children and in our pilot group.

Again,

we egnnot tell the reasons but we would have preferred to Bee a closer
resemblance byour pilot group to the, pattern found in the well-developing
group.

In summary then, while certain key diffel.ences in the stream of

experience favor the pilot group, one important difference went against
them.

By and large we did not produce a pattern of experiences in the

pilot children dramatically like those in the children .developing un-

usually well in our previous study.

Did the proiram have

anz

effect on the children's development?

This discussion will be organized in two sections.
on Intellectual Abilities.

The first, Section 1,

The second, Section 2, on Social Competence.

Intellectual abilities in turn will be broken down into:

performance on

a.standardized test (the Bayley), performance in the area of language
development as assessed by the Preschool Project language test, performance in the area of abstract thinking ability and performance in the
area of sensing of discrepancies.

Social competence will be discussed in terms of the child's social

4

competencies in his or her interactions with adults.

In order to make

some judgments about the effectiveness of our program (in'the light of
the fact that we did not have a contemporaneous control group) the scores
on the various measures for the pilot gr6up will be compared to national

norms whenever possible or the performance of groups that we have pre:viously worked with.

.

Intellectual Abilities

(a) The Bayley Mental Index Performance

As you can see from Table 4, we have four Bayley Mental Index scores
for each of our 11 pilot subjects, starting when they were five months of
a

age and ending when they were twenty-six months of age.

The next to the

last column (22 + 26) represents the average forthe 22 and 26 month scores
combined.

At five months of age the .group looked unremarkable, with a

central tendency of 102.

At eleven months of age, they looked, at first

glance, to be slightly advanced; but, when you look at the scores for
children from the previous study, a different interpretation comes to
mind.

The 106 as a csatrel tendency for the advanced group in the pre-

ceding study is probably not statistically different from the 109 for the
pilot group, nor is the 112 for the delayed children in the preceding
study likely to differ significantly fi

the score of the pilot group.

//

What these three numbers tend to suggest is that at eleven months of age
you cannot predict where children will be when they get to be three yeatti
of age.

At twenty-two months of age when the Bayley mire is likely to

One reason 1-say that is because for our advanced and delayed group, we
have huge amounts of data on their performance at three years of age and
indeed at five years of age and our advanced group is a very outstanding
group at those ages. Our delayed group is outstanding as well, but in
the sense that they are scoring on the average in the low 90's at best
on achievement tests where our advanced groups are scoring well above 120.
I)

1

7

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

109

99-117

11

11

5

112

103-134

5

106

100-134

.

-

*--

-

le--

,

11

-

-

-

-

109

34-145

22

/

(Months)

Age at Testing

5

96 96

66-119

-

132

116-143

-

-

24

,

11

-

106.5

87-131.5

-

22+26

11-

104

90-127

26

Thirty-nine Ss were ranked according to their achievement levels at 3 years. The data presented in this table
represents the scores for the 5 most advanced and the 5 most delayed children to the extent that it was available
at a particular age range.
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Table 4

Co

have considerably more predictive power our group continues to score at
109.

At twenty-six months of age they score at 104.

Bayley score at two years of age is 106.5.

Their average

That figure should then be

compared with the figures for the other groups.

As you can see, our

pilot group clearly cannot compete with the most successful group in
the preceding study.

On

What that means will be discussed a bit later.

the other hand, they do compare favorably with the previously,studied
children who developed poorly.

The difference between 106.5 and 96

is very probably a real difference.
(b) Language Development

The same general procedure has been followed ip'the presentation of
data on language development (see Table 5).

At one year of age our pilot

group looks pretty much like the group who later developed well and perm

hap' slightly better than the-group who later developed poorly.

At

.

twenty-two months of age our pilot group has a central tendency of 24
months in our somewhat arbitrary developmentA scale;, whereas, at twentyfive months of age our advanced group scores at 36 months and our delayed
group scores4it 21 months.

be rather disappointed.
pil ©t group,

If that were all the data we had, we would

Although we do not have complete dataon our

the first five pilot subjects that we did score at 26 months

of age hada9a central tendency in their scores of 36 months of age.

In-

deed, in each case, those impressive scores represented large gains between twenty-two and twenty-six months of age.

In retrospect it is un-

fortunate that we did not continue to test all the group until thirty-six
months, but you must remember thkt research funds were not available, and
./ also that we looked upon this particular pilot study as. an interim affair.

Due to factors beyond our control.

*

**

,

-

Croup Median

%

-

Range

5

12

Croup

-

-

_

-

24

18-36

11

22

(Months)
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-

-

_

25

5

21

10-40

5

36

36-51

.

26

oft

-

-

36

27-48
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Thirty-nine Ss were ranked according to their achievement levels at 3 years. The data presented in this table
represents the scores for the 5 most advanced and the 5 most delayed, children to the extent that it was available
at a particular age range.

Due to the cessation of funds for this study, only 5 of the 11 Ss were tested at 26 months.

edian

10-16

5

14
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-

-

-
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-
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10-16

11

12

N

Vh7ancee Croup **

Group Median
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N*
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(c) Abstract Thinking. Ability

Again, using the same format (see Table 6) we see what looks to be
something of an advantage for our pilot group and our advanced group
over our delayed group at one year of age.

We find at twenty-two and

twenty -six months of age considerably higher scores for the pilot group

than the delayed group (which is encouraging) and yet they remained somewhat lower than the scores for our advanced group.
(d) Sensing Discrepancies

We find a.pattern that is not exactly the same as preceding ones
(see Table 7).

Our pilot group looks like our adyanced group at one

year of age and both look better than the delayed group.

At twenty-two

months, out pilot group has improved but is nowhere near as impressive
As the advanced group.

In fact, they look pretty much like the delayed'

group in this test area, and that picture stays the same for the five
subjects we did test at twenty-six months of age.

2.

Social Competence,

The social competence tests consisted of data gathered through
continuous thirty-minute observations of children as they went about their
ordinary business in their own home.

For information about the procedures

see our Social Abilities Mannal (White, Watts, et al., 1973) and Scoring

\ Procedures.

Scoring procedures are included in Appendix D.

Since the children in the first two years of life had relatively

little opportunity to interact with true peers (or indeed anybody other
than their own parents) the data we present predominantly have to do with

15.5
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11

12 mos.

16.5

11.0

44,

16.5-20.5

24.5

'Ile data nregented in this table
-soars.
** Thirty-nine Ss were ranked according to their achievement levels at
represents the scores for the 5 most advanced and the 5 most delayed children to the extent that it was available
at a particular age range.
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'interactions with adults who, in most instances, turn out to be the
child's own mother (see Table 8).

There are five social abilities re-

ported on:

(1) Getting and holding the attention of an adult in socially
/acceptable ways.

(2) Using the adult as a resource after first concluding they
cannot handle the task themselves.
(3) Expressing: affection and Mild hostility.

Pe'

(4) Showing pride in achievement.

-(5) Engaging in role play.
The data indicate that our pilot group (this time numbering ten,
subj'ecfs because we did not have adequate data on the eleventh) looks a

bit more like our advanced group at twelve- to'fifteen-months of age than
the delayed group.

We are most encouraged by the scores in respect to

use ---of an adult as a resource where our group is even higher than the
advanced group, and both groups are considerably above the delayed group.
At two years, of age, our pilot group is much more like the advanced group'

than those of the children who developed poorly.

Note that pride in

product and role play abilities were not seen in our pilot group while
there were modest signs of such abilities in both groups in the preceding
study.
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the appendix
* Scores represent ability levels calculated from observational data according to procedures outlined in
for first transformation scores.
** Data base was 3-5 thirty minute observations/subject scheduled every three weeks.
*** Data base was 2-5 thirty minute observations/subject scheduled every four weeks.
**** Data'base was 4-5 thirty minute observations /subject scheduled every three weeks.
One subject was dropped from the analyses due to the lack of adequate data.
For 20
Data was collected on 39 subjects at, various ages. For 19.subjects data were collected from 12-36 months.
subjects data were collected from 24-36 months. IThe data presented in this table describes social behavior for the
data were availdbie at a particular age
5 most adv nced the 5 MOS clalnamitimalEmLusup to the extent "that
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Comparison Data on the Development of Social Competence with Adults *'
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DISCUSSION

Adding up these results, I would say that we can be cautiously
optimistic.

The Bayley scores and those on the tests of cognitive

abilities are somewhat diiappointing but not bad.

The scores in the

area of language development, particularly those at twenty-six months,
are promising; and, the scores in the area Of social development are
very promising.

The reader should bear in mind that our staff is unani-

mous in believing that we failed totally in the case of one of our eleven
We do.not believe that the, training program worked at all in

families.

In addition, we

affecting that family in its childrearing practices:
s.

believe that the childrearing practices of that family were not naturally
oriented toward the ones we were espousing.

The child in question de-

veloped quite poorly in comparison to the other ten children, and yet
wdhincluded his achievement data in with the entire group.

The effect,
,

f course, was to depress the group performance.
...u...,-

Furthermore, i

is un-

---,

realistic to expec to

the childrearing practices of high schoo

graduates from the center of our society(in socioeconomic terms)ta a

level of performance equivalent to the very highest effectiveness.we
4

have seen to date in parents.

For these reasons, the fact that our chil-

dren did not. always achieve as well as those who did beautifullyin the
preceding study does not depress us.

Iniour new study, we are expecting

to be Aomewhat more effective in assisting families to adopt the child-

rearing practices of apparently effective families and we therefore would
like to see somewhat more impressive cognitive gains, although I do not,

believe.it,would be realistic to expect better gains An the area of
social development.

CONCLUSIONS

The creation of a pilot program, embodying our best ideas about effective childrearing practices, has been reasonably successful.

Of

course, time and additional effort is the ultimate judge of such a statement.

We have been forced to recognize"that there are certain kinds of

impediments to the ideal execution of such as-plan.

Some parents are

considerably more overprotective than others and our recommendations

that the child be allowed to explore, involve a certain degree of real
risk.

Some parents simply do not listen very well, and others try a bit

too hard to please.

Nevertheless, orithe whole we are encouraged.

did get remarkable participation on the part of the families.

We

We were

inundated with compliments and expressions of gratitude during and after
the program ended and the results, as far as we can tell, are truly.
b

promising.
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APPEUDIX A

Criteria for the Selection of Fa:lilies

Jb

Criteria for the Selection of Families
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1.

Criteria for Elimination from the Study for
Families 111th Nore Than One Child

1.

2.

If the mother's ethnic background is other than Jewish, WASP,
Italian, Irish, or Spanish
If either parent was born someplade other than the U.S., Canada,
or Puerto Rico (it doesn't matter where the grandparents were
born).

3.

If the family falls in either Level I or V 'on the Hollingsheadr2
Redlich Scale.

4.

If any language other than English is the primary language, spoken.
in the home.

5.

If there are more than three children in the family.

6.

If there is any person who has an obvious, strong- influence on
the mother's child-rearing practices (e.g. mother or motherin-law) .

7.

8.

9.

If the family does not have a child in the 2-5 age range.
(a)

If Ammons score of older sibling is in 90 -110% range,
INCLUDE family in study.

(b)

If Ammons is in 80-90% or.110-1307. range, TEST older
sibling with Binet.

(c)

If Binet falls in the 90-110%, range, INCLUDE family
in study.

If the mother has not completed the eighth grade or has graduated from college with honors or taken any graduate courses,
the family will be eliminated from the study.

10.

If the infant's Bayley test score is belo4 90, the family will
be eliminated from the study.

11.

If the infant is handicapped in Ally way, either visually or
auditorily, or if birth weight was under 5 lbs., exclude
family from study.

7

Eligibility Form

Name of S:
Birthdate:

4 Month Bayley Score:

1.

M's Education:

M's Ouick Word Test Score:

Older Sibling's Name:
Birthdate:

Ammons Score:

developmental age
chronological age
90-1107, range

Binet Score:

Eligible:

yes

If No, State Reason:

no

3.

Preliminary Interview Form

Name of child:

Interviewer:

Birthdate:

Date of Interview:

Background Information
I would like to ask you some background information.

Do not feel

obliged to answer any questions if you want to keep the information private.
1.

Mother's name

2.

Where were you born?

3.

When were you born?

4.

What is the last grade you completed in school ?

5.

What education have you had since high school?
What college did you attend?
Did you receive any honors in college?

6.

Do you presently work?

7.

Did you work before your children were born?

8.

Does anyone other than M take care of S
Who?

When?
9.

What is your culturalAackground?
WASP
Jewish

Italian
Irish

Spanish
Other

a regular basis?

4.

Preliminary Interview Form - p. 2

re there any members of your family (e.g., parents or grandparents)

who were not born in the U.S.?
Where?
Parents

Grandparents

At what age did they come to this country?
11.

Father's name

12.

Father's address

13.- Where was your,husband born?
14.

When was your husband born?

15.

What is your husband's cultural background?
WASP
Jewish

Irish
Spanish

tr.

Other
16.

Who in your husband's family was not born in the U.S.?
Where?
Parents

Grandparents

At what age did they come to this country?
17.

What is the last grade your husband completed in school?

18.

What education has he had since high school?
What college did he attend?

Did he receive any honors in college?

0

5.

Preliminary Interview Form - p. 3

19.

What is your husband's occupation?

20.

Do you have any plans to moveVithin the next year?
Where?

21.

p o you take a vacation at a specific time each year?
Where?
How long?

22.

Does anyone other than your immediate family live with you?

Specify relationship
23.

Is any language other than English spoken in the home?
Which?
4b.

How frequently?
By whom?
24.

That is your primary source of information about child-rearing practices?

Pediatrician
Dr. Spock
Television
tlother

Mother-in-law
Books
Other
25.

Have you or any of your children been involved in a research project
before?
When?

Where?.

6.

Preliminary Interview Form - p. 4

Medical Information
I would like to ask some general questions about the health of the members
of your family.
1.

4

Is anyone in the family presently receiving treatment or therapy?
AV

Who?

Why?

2.

Has anyone in the family been hospitalized during the past year
(excluding birth)?
Who?

Why?

How long?
3.

Did S or M have any difficulty around the time of birth?

4.

What was S's weight at birth?

5.

Has S received any special medical treatment since he has come home
from the hospital?

6.

Do you have a specific pediatrician that you use regularly?
Name

Address
If the answer is no:

Is there a clinic that you use regularly for medical care for your
children?
Name

Address
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The training package reflects the work we have done for the past
eighteen months on translating *rpotheses about effective child-rearing
practices into a workable program for average families.'

any of 'the

6

details of the program (e.g., home visit auestions) evolved as we worked
with the pilot family group.

The present training package reflects the

curriculum which seemed to be .most sensitive to the needs of the families
and also represenl's the most effective methods for communicating our
information.

The pilot study consisted of two seppents:

tory period and the 8-17month core Period.

the 5-8 month introduc-

The purpose of.the 5-8

month period was to introduce the families to the fields of child devela

opnent research and early education, and to the staff".

were held at the university.

Pour group meetings,

Each group neetinp was followed by a home

visit (see Schedule I attached).

The purposes of the.home visit were to
(----

review the content of the group meeting and to begin to Adjust our program
to the individual circumstances of each family.

Outlines of the group and home visit activities during the 5-8 month
period can he found in Section I.

Sample tape recordings are also avail-

able.

During the 3-17 month period we concentrated on guiding each family
toward patterning the daily fabric of the child's ex perience in a manner
consistent with our hypotheses about effective child-rearing practices.
Rome visits occurred at two week intervals.

After each visit, staff
Group visits were'

members collected_ evaluation and monitoring data.

used less frequently during this phase of the program (at in, 13 and 1F
months) (see Schedule II attached).
may be found in Section II.

outlines of those group meet ings

Sample tape recordings of these sessions

are available.

After each home visit the staff member wrote
(see Section IV).

brief summary report

Outlines of the home visit format during the 8-17 month

period can.be found in Section III.

Sample tape recordings are available.
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Section
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,
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Group Session I
(5-8 months)

We have always begun formal education no earlier than six years of
age, but children are learning many things fpom birth such as:
I.

A. ,Language: The majority of ordinary language that most of us
use is learned in the pre-school years.
Social Skills: A child learns how to get along with others
through his early social relationships, especially through his relationship with his mother.
B.

'

Learning to learn: Children may not be able to solve a great
many problems by age three but they have learned the tools for solving
problems.
C.

z

Motivation: All babies are curious but this curiosity is
often stifled by the time a child starts school.
D.

II.

Is it important to get good pre-school'development?

A well developed child, one who likes himself and can get'
A.
alont Withradults and other children, will probably do better at
learning in school than the child who is overly shy or overly aggressive.
Remedial programs such as Peadstart and Follow Through have
not been very successful. Age three is probably too late to make up
for poor pre-school development.
'B.

III.

Do most children get good pre-school development?

It may be that the child who does well in school at age six
was better endowed when he came into the world. It is not the case
that every child is born equal.'
A.

The majority of children are considered "average" at age six.
It may be the ease that most of these children coed have gotten more
out of the pre-school years.
B.

Why don't we have children getting the best early experiences
which might lead to the best early development?
IV.

Until recently, educators and psychologists did not pay much
attention to the pre-school years. Consequently, little was known
about the different experiences children are exposed to during the
pre-ichool years and the differential effects they have on development.
A.

2.

V.

New ideas in education

Public school systems are begihnIng to look downward to the
A.
California has recently made public school education
pre-school years.
available to four-year-olds.
The more we-concentrate on'the early years, the more people
examining the effects of different homes on children. For

B.

will star
example:

I:(

1.. Dr. R. Heber studied the effects of placing retarded mothers' children in a day care center from infancy. When control subjects who had been raised in their homes by their retarded mothers were
compared to the subjects who had received the experimental treatment,
a significant difference in achievement was found at 45 months of age
(the experimental group scored 33 IQ points higher).*

An Iowa judge placed the children of a retarded couple
2.
in a foster home.
The ideas in early development which have had the greatest influence on theories of child development in the last few decades are:

VI.

A.
Piaget: A Swiss psychologist who was interested in the growth
of intelligence from birth to adolescence, including problem solving
and the foundations of intellectual development.
B.
Ethologists:
human b4havior.

They study animal life and its relationship to

C.
Freud: A psychoanalyst who studied emotional.disturbances 4n
personality development (major themes: the development of sexuality,
and aggression).

The Pre-school Project: the case for the special importance of
the 8 to 16 month period.

VII.

We will try to tell you about development so that your child
A.
We also feel you
will get as much as possible out of the first years.
will find it a more interesting job and more fun by knowing more about
4
children's development.
B.

In our Study of the differences between a group of children

*Heber, R., and H.Garber, An experiment in the prevention of culturalfamilial mental retardation. Paper prwented at the second congiess
y/--Vf the International Association for the Scientific Study of Mental
Deficiency, Warsaw, August 1970.

3.

who were developing beautifully and a groUp who were developing poorly
we found that most families ,do a fine job until a child gets to crawling age (approximately 8 months).
At this stage families begin to vary importantly in the efC.
fectiveness of their child-rearing patterns. The difficulties appear
to arise as the child begins to move around and, consequently, can-ge.t
hurt or create clutter.
Mothers who handle the danger and extra work by restricting
D.
their children seem to have children who develop less well. Mothers
who handle the danger by child proofing the house and are willing to
do the extra work created by a child who is allowed to satisfy his cutimaity seem to have better developing children.
Film - Object permanence by Dr. J. McV. Hunt (Page 3a).

tIIS.
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3a.

FIL

TITLE:

Object Pernanence

7A".4ATOR:
L'

')r. J. -unt

Approxi.lately

%.

minutes.(black and IYhite)

TOPICS'

This filnillustrates midget's iJeas about the development
of object permanence ia young children. Tae ages of
the children seen rarra from a Tex, xeet-,s to approxirately 16 mohths. The caildren are seen being tested'
in their own hares. The development of object Rem.

anence is illustrated by shoving tae children in

loical'ae,essequence, younst to oleest.

ECT-XCTIOA

Wit the first eic;ht (al:proximately) minutes of the
This is an introductioa showiw; .ent and Uzguris.
tecaical for this audience.
It is too comolicated
Instead, ,ive a brief introduction bE.fore screening,
nentionirr iar,et and CIL concept of object permanence.
_Show la-Li inut2s of the re.lainu,!r of the film.
film.

4.

ti

Group Session II
(5 -8 months)

I.

What is the Pre-school Project all about?

Most people seem to,do a good job during the first 8 to 124
months. Most of the problems (e.g., feeding, sleeping and teething
problems) don't seem to require any special knowledge in order to cope
with them. Unfortunately, some children begin to lose ground during
the second year of life.
A.

.

The major predictors of future development are the child's
ability to understand language and his social development.
B.

The ability to understand language begins to develop at
1.
about 8 months of age and progresses until at about 3 years of age the
child-will be able to understand most of the language he will use in
ordinary adult conversations. The ability to produce language varies
greatly and is not as good a predictor of future development in the,
first three years.
Social development progresses through stages (e.g., nog
smiling at birth, indiscriminate regular smiling at 3 to 4 months,
smiling more readily at mother at 4 months and strdnger wariness at
7 to 9 months) and the relationship a child establishes with his mother
become the bases for his future relationships with other adults (tea2.

chers) and children.
II.

What does the Pre-school Project have to offer?

In the past, advice from "experts" has not been particularly
dependable. There have been many changes of opinions regarding the
best procedures for child rearing (e.g., toilet training).
A.

The Pre-school Project studied the differences between a group
of well developed children and a group of poorly developed children.
We observed both kinds of children in their own homes during their second and third years. The difference in their development often seemed
to be related to the way the mothers handled the children and struW
turgid their lives. The more effective mothers were less restrictive,
were good at guessing what the children wanted and were also able to
say "no" when the children were making unreasonable demands.
B.

.4

We will provide you with your own private consultant to talk
to about your children.
C.

,

5.

There are two
III.
ao in this age ran

or ideas which help explain much of what babies

0
Babies at 8 months of age are very curious about the world
around them and that curiosity is the source of learning and development. Mothers should encourage the development of curiosity,since curiosity is the basis for learning.
A.

Babies at 8 months of age are becoming very interested in
B.
They focus a lot of attention on her and
their mother's behavior.
learn to depend on her for the satisfaction of their needs, for protection, for affection and for guidance. How the mother responds has
a great influence on how the baby learns to get along with other
people later in life.
IV.

Other ideas of significance are:

Babies are learning to control their bodies and progress
A.
from crawling, to cruising, to walking,.to climbing, and to running.
Babies are very much interested in small detailed objects
B.
with moving parts (e.g., keys, hinges, balls).
The well deV4g.oped child at three years of age exhibits the following
abilities:

V.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
M.
I.

J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
0.
P.
Q.
R.
S.

T.

VI.

To get anE maintain attention of adults'
To use adults as resources
To express affection to adults
To express hostility to adults
To lead peers
To follow peers
To express affection to peers
To express hostility to peers
To compete
To prove oneself or show pride in one's accomplishments
Role play
Language development
To sense dissonance
To anticipate consequences
To deal with abstractions
To take the perspective of another
To make interesting associations
To plan and carry out multi-stepped activities
To use resources effectively
To dual focus

Film - Emotional Ties in Infancy, frnm Parent and Child Series,bt,
Dr. Joseph Stone (Page 5a)

5a.
'FILM REPORT

Emotional Ties in Infancy.

TITLE:

FILM MAKER:

LENGTH:

From the Parent and Child series:
directed by Dr. Joseph StOne

Vassar College,

12 minutes (Black and Uhite)

TOPICS COVERED:

Settings:

The main conceptsillustrated in this film are
attachment of the chip to the urimary'caretaker
and distrust of strangers:
(1) Attachment and temporay-distrUst of strangers
is shown in a home-reared child.
(2) Three institutionally reared children are shown
in an experimental situation. Varying degrees
of attachment and distrust of strangers are.
illustrated.

A ACE RANCE OF CHILDREN:
INSTRUCTIONS:

9-12 months

Cive a brief introduction
Screen the entire film.
before screening and define attachment and distrust
of strangers, and the settings to be seen in the
Also mention that the film was made for
film.
viewing by people working in institutions and that
technical words are used in the film. After the
screening, invite the audience to ask questions.

tr

«.

6.

Group Session III
(5-8 months)
Thereihre three ways of discusfling goals for infants in the 8 to
16 month age range.
I.

The dimensions of competence describe a well developed child
at three years of age. They consist of the following abilitles:
A.

1.,. ,To get and maintain attention of adults
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
B.

To use adults as resources
To express affection to adults
To express hostility to adults
To lead peers
To follow peers
To express affection to peers
To express hostility to peers /
To compete
To prove oneself or show pride in one's accomplishments
Role play
Language development
To sense dissonance
To inticipate consequences
To deal with abstractions
To take the perspective of another
To make interesting associations
To plan and carry lut multi-stepped activities
To use resources effectively
To dual focus

Four prerequisite skills for late,. learning are:

Language: Language understanding begins at approximately
1.
7 to 9 months of age and Proceeds rapidly to 3 years of age when a
child will know most of the language he.will use in ordinary adult conversations. The primary way to develop language well is for the mother
to talk to the child at the right time and in the right way.
2.
Curiosity: An infant is a very curious iman being. Ideally that curiosity should get deeper and stronger but many mothers stifle curiosity because they are protecting the child and/or the house.
If curiosity ie stifled it can lead to the child's having undue interest
in the uother or too little interest in the mother.

Learning to earn: Learning the alphabet or to count is
3.
not as important as learning the basic way to approach problems. Example: The first time a child does a puzzle it takes him a very long
Each time he does that puzzle it will take him less time. 1hen
time.

7

7.

he gets a new puzzle it will not take him as long as the first time he
did the first puzzle because he has learned something about how to do
puzzles.),.
A

Social' Skills and Attachment: A child,needs to get
4.
through the first three years with a healthy attachment to his mother.
The social patterns that he develops with his mother will serve as the
basis for his social interaction with other adults and 'children.

A balance between the child's interest In his mother and -his
interest in exploring the rest of the world: Almost all children at 8
to 9 months have a balance between attachment to their'mother and curiosity. Often by 2 years of age thisbalance no longer exists._
C.

The activities that babies are primarily interested in during the
8 to 16 month period are:
II.

Gross motor activities: One of the most compelling activities
A.
for young babies is mastering the use of their bodies; e.g., they
progress from leg extension, to crawling, to pulling to stand, to
cruising, to walking, to running, and to climbing.
Exploring the properties of objects: Children in this age
B.
'
range will spend a great deal of time explo ing small, detailed,
interestingly shaped objects and will be fakinated by the movement
of objects (e.g., a ping gong ball bouncing on a wooden floor) and by
objects with moving parts such as hinges or bottles.and caps.

Learning about mother: The mother's reactions to the child's
C.
overtures and her response to his interest in the social and object
world will greatly shape his behavior.
Learning about themselves: As the child reaches the age of
D.
15 months, he begins increasingly to assert his independence and indiThis period is often referred to as the stage of negativism
viduality.
(dice to the child dics frequent use of the word "no ).

Language. Mastering the understanding and use of language in
E.
critical for the child's development. The language used by the mother
must be meaningful to the child but mothers should not underestimate
the amount of language a child can understand by 16 onths of age.
III,

Film - First half of Learning to Learn in Infancy, from the Parent
and Child Ceftter Serieshy Dr, Joseph (+tone (Page 7a).

FILM RLPORT

.TITLE1

Learning. to Learn in Infancy.

FroM the Parent and Child Center Series:
College, directed by,Dr. Joseph Stone

FILM MAKER:

LENCTH:

Vassar

30 minutes (Black and Uhite)

TOPICS COVERED:

The'folldwing topics are stressed in this film:

1. Learning bens early in life
2. The key to learning is curiosity
3. Young babies are explorers

4. Exploring ids to curiosity
5. Human relationships are essential to learning
6. Communication, -(that is, language) and imitation
are important to learning

10

Settings:

ACE RANCE:

The above topids are illustrated showing children
There are
who are being reared in institutions.
reared'
children.
brief scenes showing .home-

6 weeks to900nths

INSTRUCTIONS:

Since this is a long film, tilt impact of the subject
matter is conveyed more strongly if the film is
divided into two 15 minute segments, and screened
on separate occasions.
[Give a brief introduction mentioning the main
concepts dealt with in the film. Encourage
questions froM the audience.]

g
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Croup Session IV
(5-3 months)

I.

General guidelines for effective,child rearing practices

Provide access to as much of the house as possible so that the
child has the-maximum opportunity4to exercise his curiosity and explore
his world.
A.

Provide.a.wide range of materials for the child to explore.
B.
You don't have to spend a lot of .money on toys. Children in this age
range are fascinated by common household objects, e.g., plastic jars
with covers, a big plastic container filled with smaller interesting
objects, a baby-proofed kitchen cabinet filled with pets and pans or
canned goods.
Spend at least half of your child's waking hours available
C.
to him. 'That .toes not mean you have to hover over him constantly Lut
that you should be nearby to provide the attention, supOrt or assistance he may need.
If yOu are available and your child is given access to a large_
II.
'area and a wide variety of materials, it is inevitable that he will
;make overtures to you. The following is a list of recommended ways
torespond to your child's overtures:
.1.. Respond promptly as Often as possible.
Respond favorably.
2.
Make some effort to understand what the child is trying
3.
to do.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.

9.

lb.
11.
12.

Set limits; do not give in to unreasonable requests.
Provide encouragement as often as possible.
Provide enthusiasu as often as possible.
Provide assistance as often as possible.
Use words as often as possible.
Use words children understand or words that are a little
too hard for him.
Use words to provide a related idea or two.
ong the episode if the child wants to leave;
Do not p
the inter ange will often last less than one minute.
Encourage "pretend" activities.

The above practices ar- related to when the child initiates interaction with th nothem WO hers we have observed usually initiate
interactions with their chi dren if:
A.
to do.

The child sems

red; the mother will provide things for hiu

1"1 A
')

1)

9.

The child is misbehaving; the Mother will discipline him firmly
B.
and consistently.
The child is trying to do something new which may be unsafe;
C.
the mother will watch rather the stop him (e.g., stair climbing).
Children are more careful than atilt people realize.
We've been talking about things for mothers to c1o.
is a list-of.practices for mothers to avoid.
IV.

The following

Don't cage your child or confine him regularly for long periods.
Don't allow your child to concentrate his energies on you to
the point where he spends most of his time following you around or sta-ying near you, especially in the second year of life.
Don't allow tantrums.
C.
Don't worry that your baby won't love you if you say "no" from
D.
time to time.
Especially from the middle of the second year when your baby
E.
may start becoming negative with you, don't try to win all the fights
with him.
Don't try to prevent the baby from cluttering the house; it's
F.
an inevitable sign of a healthy curious baby.
Don't be overprotective; babies are more, carefUl than you think.
G.
Don't overpower him; let him dlwhat he wants to do as often
H.
as possible.
I. Don't take a full-time job or otherwise make yourself largely
unavailable to the baby during this period of his life.
Don't bore your baby if you can avoid it.
J.
Don't worry about when he learns to read, Count numbers, or say
K.
the alphabet. Don't even worry if he's slow to t,lk as long as he seems
he grcc
to understand more and more language
Don't try to force toilet train ng. 7, the time he's two or
L.
over it will be easy to do.
Don't let your baby think the whole world was made just foehim.
M.
A.

B.

.

V.

Film - Second half of Learning to Learn in Infancy, from the Parent
and Child Quiater Series by Dr. Joseph Stone (Page 7A)
0

4

10.

home ufsit nuestions
ell

5-8 Tfonths

General Format of nuestions
1.

That has the Subject been doing lately?
.

2.

2-7

'Has there been anythinri new in the Subject's behavior since

our last visit?

Is there anything you would :Ube to brina un as a concern at
this time?

)90

2

Apnendix

e

gection II

J

11.

Group Visit #1
(8-17* month phase)

Outline
,

A.

Purposes of the group visits during the remainder of the project!
1.

Ceneral purposes
So'-ie activities are best done in the group setting, e.r.,

hearing parents renark about concerns that other parents are currently
coping with, introducing croup information on topics that help an
individual family compare their ova situation with that of others
in a less cnnfronting manner than the home visit format allows.
Any activity that can he successfully done in a group setting,

is cheaper in tine and money that way

e.p., filns can be shown much

more easily to 'a croup at the institution, than in
In addition, fa,thers can Abe present more easily at evening ,\

rroup meetings.
2.

Snecific purposes

The relationship of the 8 to 17 month period to the 5 to 3
nonth period can he reviewed simultaneously for all parents.
The staff canrpriesent their suparized
"hat's happening in the lime-.

f tie

cn:

-=rinr the

8-11 --tonth period.

"bat lands of helpful infornation are appropriate for this
Lind of period.
'winds of practicca to avoid.

*

nurin September, 1073, as several babies reached 14 and 15 months

of age, we noted that the onset of negativism secned slightly later than
cm had expected it to be.

In order to provide assistance to families

in coping with nepativism and in order to be able to observe the evolution of fanily adaptations, ve extended the final time of the project
hone visit progran from 16 -to 17 -Ionths.

12.

Croup Visit P1 (8717 month perioe)

B.

lecurring themes of concern to us as cited in hone visit reports
1.

Problens of hostility on the, part of the next olde st child

toward the baby.
2.

The advisability of more anpropriate language activities

byvmothers with babies.
.3.

.

A need for nore effort by 'iotherc to tune in on the baby's

needs, interests and capabilities.
abies'..exploratory efforts.

4. 0ver.,re§trictiveness:)bv mothers of
5.

Over-prOtettiveness.

G.

Over concern ulth:the..neatness of the housec.to the possible

detriment of the baby's exploration.
7.

A greate'r need to protect the house frog the,child.

B.

A greater need to protect the child from the house.

9.

A need for a better understanding of the relationships among:

the child's need to explore and to practice crawling and climbing and
the problem of providing maximum access to the living area.
C.
0

The movie - Abby's First Two Year's

decidea that this movie was not worth using, but we would

recommend that another be used.]
D.

Discussion and Final Comments

4)

1

13.

Gioup Visit #2
(8-17 month phase)

Outline

I.

Introduction
Review of:
A.

Vhere Croup visA 02 fits into the total program.

B.

The agenda for the evening.

C.

Announcement of special feedbaclf sessions when each

child is 12-1/2 months old.

Such sessions, in

response to r

ests by three parents, will in-

fo'rm parents

natterns of test scores of their

children and also of their own child-rearing behavior.
II.

New Busin..ss - Emergents (1n-12 '/onthe)
A.

"aning.

B.

Climbing 12" units.

C.

A diversity of reasons for overtures to the "other.

D.

Stabilization of natterns.Of undesirable behavior from
older child to the Subject.

'Reduction of difficul-

ties in this area.
E.

he Subject's tendencies to exnress anger at others.

F.

utdoor - summer activities.
Imitation of sounds and gestures.

F
H.

Teasing games with others.

I.

Self-leeding skills.

J.

The decline in use of playpens.

K.

The decline in stranger anxiety.

L.

The first clear attempts tdask another for help.
Favorite places.

1.

Favorite activities

O.

Favorite objects.

P.

Mingerows tendencies, plus the danger of ingesting
poisonous substances.

Group Visit #2 (8-17 month period)

III.

14.

-

The Immediate Future
A.

The dawning of a sense of self.
'legativisn (15-21 "onths).

IV.

Review of Three TTays of viewing Fducational Goals for This Program
A.

Encouraging development of competencies listed earlier.

B.

The four major educational processes:

C.

1.

Language.

2.

Social attachrent.

3.

Curiosity.

4.

Learning to learn.

*

An approgriate balance of interest by the child between
interest in mother and exploration of the rest of the
world.

V.

Film - Four Families (First nalf) - marRaret mead, "ational Flip
Board of Canada
A.

Child-rearing in India.

B.

Child-tearing in France.

00 0 11

.

16,

14a.
(17a.)

FILM REPORT

TITLE:

Four Families

FIVI MAKER:
NARRATOR:
LENGTH:

Canadian Broadcasting Commission
Margaret

(black and whit This film is in two parts, each 30
minutes in length. Part I shows two families, one in
India and one in France; Part II shows families in
Japan and Canada.

TOPICS COVERED:

An attempt has been made to select four comparable rural
fapilies. Each family is filmed in similar settings.
These include scenes depicting prepAration of food,
eating, bathing, division of labor, and layout of the
house.

Attitudes towards and methods of childrearing are also
These include punishment, roles of older
shown.
children, toys.
The relationship between childrearing and national
characteristics is stressed, and comparisons and
contrasts,are pointed out concerning the four
countries represented.
AGE RANCE OF CHILDREN: Each family consists of a baby of approximately ten months, two older siblings and two parents.
(The Japanese family also includes the children's
paternal grandparents.)
INSTRUCTIONS:
Screen both parts of this,film on separate oCcasions.
Cive a bri.f introduction and allow time for discussion
after the film.

0 eS

15.

Group Visit #3
(8-17 month phase)

I.

Introduction
Review of:
A.

The agenda for the eveninR.

B.

The schedule for the next year re:

cespation of home visits at

17 months and follow-up contact at 22-27 months.
II.

Emerpents
A.

(Subjects ranped in ace from 8-14 months.)

All subjects do the following:
1.

Irritate sounds and gestures.

2.

Say 3-5 words.

3.

Play games (e.g., peek-a-boo).

4.

Express affection to adults (particularly the mother).

5.

Express anger to parents and siblings.

6.

Climb up stairs; however, there is no reportuof any Subject
beinp able to climb doln stairs:

7.

B.

Experience minimal or no stranper anxiety.

Cross motor develonment
1.

8 of the 11 Subjects are nresentiv walkinP unaided.

2.

10 of the 11 subjects can climb 12 inches or more.

3.

7 of the 11 Subjects can ride qh4eled bikes, horfv7s, or
ducks.

C.

Language V,1.

10 of cq

2.

9 of c

3.

5

SuhTects can identify 5 or more objects.
" r-1 y--F3 c-n
can tollow

c.allIng for

a faolillar sequence of behavior.
D.

Procuring a service
1.

7 of the 11 Subjects ask for help by pointing.

2.

7 of the 11 Suhlocts ask for help by calling the "other.

3.

4 of the 11 Subjects ask for help by leading the "other
by the hand.

4.

3 of the 11 Subjects ask for help by hrinein the ohiect
to the "other.

Group Visit #3 (8-17 month,petiod)

E.

F.

16.

Self-feeding
1.

10 of the 11 Subjects use a spoon.

2.

9 of the 11 Subjects drin1 from a cup.

Restrictiveness
1.

9 of the 11 Subjects no longer use a playpen when indoors.

2.

8 of the 11 Subjects no longer use a playpen when outdoors.

liost frequently mentioned favorite ohieCts:

hall (6 Subjects)
animals (6 Subjects)
H.

host frequently 'mentioned favorite places:

"bathroom (10 Subjects)
outdoors (11 Subjects)
III.

Recurrent themes perceived by staff - The following is,an undated
report on some of the recurrent themes that were emphasized earThe numbers in parentheses are the frequencies found at

lier.

the last analysis of this data.
A.

Problems with older child
improved: 1-

no: 9
B.

competitive: 3 (1)

no: 9

Meed for more language by bother to Subject
yes:

IV.

no: 9

Iother uses restrictive devices
yes: 2 (2)

F.

no: 7

Iother is over-protective
yest 2 (3)

E.

aggressive : "1

Meed for safety precautions
yes: 4 (4)

D.

yes: 1 (4)

Siblinc relationships
good: 7

C.

4

(2)

'no: 7

Expected Emergents

no evidence in reports: 2

(15-36 months)

A. .Iegativism
B.

t

Social abilities
1.

To lead and follow peers.

2.

To express affection and hostility to,peers.

3.

To compete with peers.

4.

To praise oneself or show pride in,one's accomnlishments.

Group Visit #3 (8-1T month period).

5.

To involve oneserf-in adult role playing behaviors or

17.

to'

otherwise exnrPss the des1re to grow un.
C.

Nonsocial abilities$'
1.

Linguists competence.

2.

The ability to sense dissonance. or note discrepancies.

3.

The ability to anticirate consequences.

4.7 The ability to plan and carry out multi-:sterred'activities.
V.

Filn - Four Families (Second'half) - nargaret nead, national Film
,Board Of:Canada
A.

Child rearing in Janan

71.

Child rearing in Canada

FIL' REPORT

.

Four Families

TITLE:

FILTt I1AKER:

ilARRATOR:
LEI1CT11:

Canadian iroadcastin' Commission
Margaret dead

(black and white) This filn is in two parts, each 30
minutes in length. Part I shows two families, one in
India and'one in France; Part II shows families in
Japan and Canada.
t

TOPICS COVERED:,

An attempt has been made to select four comparable rural/
families. :ach family is filmcd in similar settings/
Thabe include scenes depicting preparation of food,/
eating, bathing, division of labqr, and layout of/the
house.

.

Attitudes towards and mathoda of childrearing are also
These include punishment, rolea of older
shown.
children, toys.
The relationship between childrearing and national
characteristics is stressed, and comparisons and
contrasts are pointed out concerning the four
countries represented.
Each family consists of a baby of approximately
ten months, two older siblings and two parents. (The Japanese
family also includes the children's paternal grandparents.)

ACE RANCE OF (11IEDREN:

LISTRUCTIOOS: Screen 'both parts of this film on separate occasions.
Cive a brief introductloion and allow tine for.discussiQn
after the film.

bl7b .

tea.
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13.

lionie Visit Foruat

8-11 months

Opening
Questions-

How are things going?
Are there any col:1;laints?

Is t':Iere anyning about (',iext oldest child's
to discuss?
,name)'s bellavior tLat you'd

eoals
A. ,,f'iscussion of the emerging dimensions of competence

To get and maintain attention of adults
2.-) Language

J.

1
0

3.

To use adults as a resource

4.

lo express affection to adults

PrerequiSite learilin;.:s of the pre-ScLoal period

Babies are very curious about the world
around them and that curiosity is the source of learning and development.
Ideally, curiosity should get deeper and stronger but many
Mothers stifle curiosity because they are Protecting the child and/or
the house.
If curiosity is stifled it can'leadto the child's having
undue interest in the mother or too little interest in the mother.
1.

Curiosity:

1

2.
neceptive Language: The ability to understand language
begins, to develop at about 8 months of age and'nrogresses until at
about 3 years of age the child will be able to understand most of
the language he will use
he primary
ordinary ad It conversations.
way to develon language well- is for the mother to tan to the child,
primarily when the child makes an overture to her. At that time the
mother should uise words the.child will understand or words that are a
little too hard for him, should provide a related idea or two, and
should not prolong the episode if the child wants to leave. The
interchange will often last less than ,one minute.

C.
Balance of'sociar.and non-social interests: If a child is
given maximum opportunity to exercise his curiosity ind explore his
world, and if his mother is available to provide the
ention,' sunnort
or assistance the child may need, the child will st
a good balance f

19.

8-11 months, cont.

J

between }is social aid non-social interests.
III.

'Particular interests of the child

One of the most compelling activities
Cross motor activities:
A.
for young .:babies is mastering the use of their bodies, e.g., they
crawling, to pulling to stand, to
progress from leg extension
cruising, to walking, to ru ing, and to climbing.
Exploring the properties of objects: Children in this age
B.
range will s?end a treat deal of time eploring small, detailed,
interestingly shaped objects and will be fascinated,ty the movement
of objects (e.L;., a pink pong ball bouncing on a wooden floor) and by
objects with vioving parts such as hinges or bottles and caps.
C.

'

IV.

Capes, e.g., pat

-cake, bye-bye, and peek-a-boo

Practices for mothers to avo
A.

Don't cage your child or confine him regularly for long periods

B.

Don't worry that your baby won't love .you if you say "no'

from tine to, tiile

C.. Don't try to prevent baby from clutteri
inevitable si7n of a healthy, curious baby
D.

house, its as

Don't be overpr:,tective - babies are more careful than you think

Ton't t8Le a full tine job or otherwise mal:.e yourself lar,;ely
by during this period
unavailalle to
E.

V.

Reacts to aprrc,:cheJ m7.de by cLild of
A.

aesnohd pro,--ptly

B.

Respond favorably

C.

1L-2 some '6ffo-ct to understand what baby is trying to do
43,

jimits

D.
E.

P,uvile enco..iragement

F.

Pr.)171Ae enthusiasm

C.

Provide assistance as often as possible

31.

Use wow's

I.

Use, words child understands or a little too hard for him
1

oft:en as possible

20.
4,

8-11 months, cont.

VI.

J.

Use words to provide a related idea or two

K.

Don't prolong the episode if baby wants to leave

L.

Encourage pretend activities

Mother-initiated interaction
A.
B.

.Provide things for baby too do. if he seems bored

Be a firm disciplinarian

Recurrent themes

VII.

--A.

B.

Concerns about the older child
1.

Punishment/discipline/control

2.

Cuideles for preparing activities and materials

The dimensions of competence
1.

Language development and the mother's role in language

2.

Attention seeking behivior and the mother's response

development

VIII.

C.

Child proofing and safety precautions

D.

Cross motor development

E.

Restrictiveness

Previews of Coming Attractions

r

21..

Lome Visit Format
11-14 months

I.

Opening

1/4

4

Questions:

iiow and thines going?

Are there any complaints?
II.

Coals
A.

lAscussion of the emerging dimensions of competence
1.

Language

2.

To express affection and hostility to adults and siblinm

3.

To use adults as resources

4.

To prove oneself or show pride-in one's accomplishments
a

B.

Prerequisite 'earnings of the Pre-school period

-

Language: The ability to understand language begins to
1.
develop at about 3 months of age and progresses until at about 3 years
df age the .hild will be able to understand most of the language he
will use in ordinar4./ adult conversations. The ability to produce
predictor of future deA.angua^e varies great y and is nod as good
velopment in the firs three years. The primary way to develop language
to talk to the child, primarily when the child
well is for the moth
makes an overture to her. At that tine the mother should use words
the child will understand or vorus that are a little too hard for hiu,
should provide a related idea or tlro, an should not prolong the
episode if the child wants to leave. The interchange will often last
less than one minute.

0

2.
Learning to learn; Learning the alphabet or to count is
not as important as learning the basic way to approach problems. Uxample:
The first doe a child does a puzzle it takes him a very long
Each time he does that puzzle it will take him less time. 'Then
time.
he sets a new puzzle it will not take him as long as the first time
he did the first puzzle because he has learned soething about how to
do puzzles.

If a child is :riven
C.
BalauCe of social and non7socialinterests:
maximum opportunity to exercise his curiosity and explore his world, and
if his mother is available to provide the,attention, support or assistance
the child nay need, the chiid will strike a good balance between his
social and non-social interests.

22.

11-14 montils, cont.

ticular interests of the chill
child's
Learning about mother: The mother's reactions to
and
overtures and her response to his interest. in the social and object
ciorld will greatly shape his behavior.
A.

Exploration and mastery of object world; Provide a wide
B.
You don't
range of materials for the child to explore and master.
have to spend a lot of money on toys. Children in this ag range
ara fascinated by coldmon househoLi objects, e.g., plastic ars with
covers, a big plastic container filled with smaller inter sting objects,
canned
a baby-proofed kitchen cabinet filled with pots and pans
goods.
IV.

_!/1

Practices for mothers to avoid

Don't allow your chilq to concentrate his energies on you
A.
to the point where he spends most of his tine following you around or
staying near you.

-.f

Don't overpower him. ret him do what he want=s to do as often
B,
as possible.

V.

C.

Don't bore your baby if you can void it.

D.

Don't let your baby think the

hole world was made for him.

Reactions to apnroaches made by child
A.

Respond promptly

9

respond favorably

LaLy is trying to do

C.

Oake some effort to unders4d what

D.

Set lemits

E.

Provide encouragement

F.

Provide enthusiasm

C.

Provide assistance as often as possible

H.

Use words as often as possible

I.

Use wordy child understands or a little too hard for him

J.

Use words to provide a related idea or two

1%

Don't prolong the

L.

Encourase pretend activities

if baby wants to leave

/.)

Vn

.4

(S

23.

11-14 Months, cont.
a
VI.

Mother- initiated interaction
A.
B.

VII.

Piovtde thinns for baby to do if he seeps bored

_

Be a firm disciplinarian
Recurrent themes

P

24.

dome Visit Format
14717 months

I.

Opening
Questions:

' IIow

are things going?

Are there any complaints?
Is there anything about (next olitest child's name)'s
behavior that youcti like to discuss?
II.

Coals
rA.

Discusaqon of the dilaensions of competence
1.

Language

2.

To express hostility to adults,

3.

To sense dissonance
ti

L.

4.

To anticipate consequences

5.

To deal with abstractions

Prerequisite learnings of the pre - school period
1.

C.

IV.

Learninr, to learn

wo.

Social skilk4
1.

III.

"4

Emerging negativism

Particular interests of the_Ebild
A.

Learning about diemsaves (erwrging negstivism)

_1

11:xploration and mastery of the objectNwor1L1

Practices for mothers to avoid
A.

Don't allow tantrums

D. .Lspecially /fom miLale of t, e socolid year.41en your baby nay
'start becoming negative vita you, eon: t try twin all the fights with,

him.

14-17 months, cont.

25.

(

C.
on t worry .:Lout when he learns to read or count numbers or
2ont even worry if beta slow to tall. as long as. he
say the alphaLet.
seems to understand more and more langua3e as he grows

D.

V.

,;on't try to force toilet trainin3

Tleactiops to approaches t:ade by child

A. Uespondpromptly
B.

aespond favorably

C.

?Jake some effort to understand

D:

Set limits

;'.at uaLy is trying to do

co,

)7'iovide encouragement
F.

Provide enthu-siasmAk

C.

7roViJe assistance a4 often as possible
f

Use words as often as possible
understa-ds or a little, too hard for

I.

Use words

J.

Use words to .provide a related idea or two

K..: Don't prolon;!`the episode if baby wa.!ts to leave
L.

: :ncourage pretend activities

Pother-initiated Interaction
A.

Provide ti:irrs `.or baty to 0.o if he seems Lore..

D.

1e a firm-disciplinarian

8

.26.

Ione Visit Questions
-11 months

A.

Standard Questions

(to be asked by each visitor routinely at the

beginning of the visit.1)1.

2.

Favorites
a.

What are SC's favorite activities?

b.

What are S's favorite places?

c.

What are S's faltorite objects, toys?

Emer*ents
a.

3.

B.

What new behaviors has S shown since our last visit?

Concerns
a.

Is there any specific cause for concern on your part
in terms qf S's behavior?

b.

Is there anything you want to discuss?

Particular Questions (Relevant to S's age)
1.

2.

motor Abilities
a.

Does S cruise, pull to a stand, walk with help?

b.

Does S use the playpen et all?

c.

Kow'high can S climb?

d.

has the living area been addquately
made as safe as possible for

ildproofed and
infant?

Social Abilities
a.

Joes S play games with you?

b.

Does S show stranger anxiety?

I

c.
d.

41

'Does S show affection and/or anger to you?

Does S imitate sounds or gestures?

27

8-11 months, cor.t.

3.

4.

a.

[.fiat is S's 7,eneral pattern of eatiuC and sleeping at this
aIe?

b.

Does S drink from a cup?

Eat finger foods?

Lancwaf,,e
a.

C.

and Care

.)aily

!:hat particular sounds does S use?

Individual Family Concerns
1.

A

there any particular problems you would like to discuss?
-

,

9

f-

28.

home Vis t Questions
11-14 months

A.

Standard Questions (to be asked by each visitor routinely at the
beginning' of the visit.)
1.

Favorites
That are S's favorite activities?

2.

b.

what are S's favorite places?

c.

'That are S's favorite objects, toys?

Energents
a.

3.

B.

What new behaviors has S shown since our last visit?

Concerns
a.

Is there any specific cause for concern on your part
in terms of S's behavior?)

b.

Is there anything you want to discuss?

Particular Questions (Relevant to S's age)
1.

Developnent of Social Abilities
a.

Does S indicate when he needs hell.?

b:

Does S shoy, affection to adults?

c.

!las stranger anxiety subsides?

lioy?

To siblings?

. Does S show anger to :t or siblings?
2.

Langua,!e
a.

3.

Does S use sounds and words to indicate objects?

Motor Abilities
a.

Aow high an object can S climb?

b.

Does S yan unaided?

c.

Since when?

hre there any safety or childproofing concerns that
you want to discuss?

)

29.

11-14 months, cont.

4.

C.

Daily Sche,:ulinf; and Care
a.

Mat is the !,eneral pattern of eating, sleeping and
outings noy; that S is
months ola?

b.

'Does S feed himself, use a cup, a s2opp?

c.

Vhat are Vs food crefarences?

Individual Fallily Concerns
1.

Are there any particular problems you would lie to discuss?

.

O

a

30.
.ur.e VI s

1)

s tin

14-17 ruoths

A.

(to be asked Ly each visitor routinely at the
StanTard Ouestion
beginning of toe visit.)
1.

2.

Favorites
a.

(that are S's favorite activities?

1,.

"hat ar.

c.

net are S's favorite objects, toys?

7mers,encs
a.

3.

S's favorite Diaces?

Jhat

behaviors has S,shown since uur last visit?

Concerns
a.

Is there any specific cause for concern on your part in
terms of S's behavior?

b.

Is ther'_?. anytoing you ,..:ant to discuss?

Particular Ouestions (Relevant to !i's rte)
1.

:e,;ativisu

1

9

h.

Is S throwinf. Lis wei!:nt around?

b.

Does

c.

')oes S test limits, such as by nis0,eyioe for the sake
of dioobaying?

no?

fascinated with t11

'e

I

a.
3.

see

Ooes .; use any new words?

:;otor
a.

Can S cli4 all thinr.s in ti

b.

Can S rife whk. ed toys?

c.

Does S ^u outside to part:.s or !wdens?

fl
ell

TousiZ?

f
31.

14-17 months, cont.

4.

Developuent of Self
a:4 Does S shOw hurt feelings?
b.

5.

Safety
a.

C.

Does S initiate new activities with older siblings and
with parents?

Has the problem of accidental poisoni:ig been adequately
dealt with?
[Rational Statistic8]

4

Individual Family Concerns
1.

Hostility-of older sibling toward baby - re-emergence of
conflict with siblings?

It

4

N
ti

Appendix 6

Section IV
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Nome Visit # 1
(5-8 month period)
,

Observer:

B.W.

Date: .

11/15/72

Age:

5-1/2 months

It was fine, "not over My head.
Comments about 1st group meeting:
She tried a few .eiercises from the film. -.
Content: .The plan was to introduce the dimensions of competence.
Discussion was, achieved an the following three only:
1)

getting and maintaining attention
_

2)

,q)

I

expressing. hostility and affection ['saying friendly or
unfriendly things`']

role-play ("Make-believej.

1

Special topics: Mrs.," has had pxessure to toilet-train her older
child very early (one ya r or so), from.herparents or in -laws. She
her resistance to the idea.
was much relieved when I support
Comments of E:

f

'1) This mother talks a great deal and often about the older
In particular, she believes she was too hashonOunishinq
child.

with him.

The older brother is alert, asks many questions and seems to
2)
want a lot of attention.

)019,

34.
t

Abserver:

B.K.

Date:

1/5/73

Hone Visit #3
.6-8 month isttia)

flf36.

AW.

11Tnoinths
14.

The radio and the mw
11t.s.- X:\r'11,,:and Subject were hone.
Setting:
Ile were alf in the kitchen which is a large,-comfortable
were on.
The children have a lot of toys and playing space available
room.
to them in the kitchen.
fa
General Comments:

It is very hard to Rat a ord in 94ce -rS. X lie/ins talkinp. She
is more interested in the opportunity to expre.ss her coneerrdtthan in
the saject,matter we are nresentim,. I was sunnesed to col3er 'the
Group II Session but she found it almost innossihle to sit and listen.
I got through the barest outline and then let her tall".
Specific Topics niscussed:
1.
X related this mare tolt% but she
To gain attention said she really found it useful to try and thinb why he is doing:, some'thin/.
She said-sfle and her husband are having discussions nose about
what the children do and why. She is trying to /et her bushand to 1e
less strict with n" .
3

2.
'restrictiveness - 'irs. X conprasted.Pm and S in that r" 'was
1
3
' was or the. floor or
!,ent in-his high chair or crib most of the time.
in his walker and free to roan while I was lthere. She feels tht S is
much more curious and alert than I)" was at this are.
3

nistraction - "rs. X commented that S cries when she tapes
3.
soIrthing away from him.. I suggested that if she offers him something
else first she will nronably have less difficillty talAp someVhing'away.
I suggested that this tyne of redirectioniof S's interest might he useful
with PM as well.
3

44,

35.

4

Home Visit #1
(8-17 month period)
Observer:

B.X.

Date:

2/23/73

Time:

Noon

Age:

8 months, 3 weeks

lo.

"S was being fed when I arrived.
nap (he joined us after *out. 30 minutes).
Setting-

P213 was upstairs tafOng a

ov.

Discussion Points:
Language - I explained and demonstrated how. to accompany S's
1).
interest,in,objects and toys with brief verbal statements.

FM3'd attention span.

2)

V

Ceneral Comments:
S is able to Spena'alot of time by himself exploring objeCts,
1)
Mrs. X has arranged the environment nicel and allows him a lot of
freedon.
4 '

(She
Mrs. X talks to S a lot but not always appropriately.
commented that when Dr: White was in her house she felt ap1f-conscious
an8 didn't talk to S).
2)

I told her not to expect ro to spend a long tine (1-2 hours).
3)
with any partisular activity. That 10-20 niputes.is a long time for
She found this reassuring.
a child his age.
4)

Data-

S enjoys having PM3 around'and watches his brother constantly.
A task social observation was done.

1..

)9

0 1.

1
36.

Hama Visgi
(8-17 mon'bh'period)

Observer:

B.K.

Date:

3/22/73

Time:

10 a.m.

9 months, 3 weeks
Age:
Setting:

4F

Cf.

"other, mf, and Subject were home.
and S was playing on the h.itchen floor.

P" was watching Sesame Street
"e seemed tired and cranky today.

Tonics:

Language - "rs. X is labeling'objedthfotiand talking'to S in
1.
a.consistent and effective manner. T told her that her lanRuag e was
appronriate and freouent enough and encouraged her to continue.
Curiosity - S is "betting into everything." I exnlained that
2.
we were barmy to hear this since it meant that he was curious and allowea
to satisfy his curiosity through exploration. T encouraged this, although
reiterating the fact that she can and should set reasonable limits.
Gross motor development - c ks pulling himself upto a standing
nositi9 and tries to climb on furniture, etc. "re. 7 noted this and
I encouraged her to allow him to
expressed concern ahout his safety.
3.

try.

4.1 Task and social observations were done.

I'm. X said an evening meeting is fine and that her husband
would lthe to attend.
5.

Ceneral Comments
1.

"rs. " seems to he raving fewer nrohlms with "".

2.. "rs. X has really begun to tune in to S's lshavtor and loo
at what he is trying to do. T. was very impressed today with her language and with her ability to correctly perceive ys.interest or needs.
our group discussions and home visits have definitely altered "rs. X's
*behavior with her child.

.

Irs. X and her husband are concerned that S might become a
3,
"brat" because he's, allowed too much freedom, etc. ("Watreoddingthings
I stressed the fact that
very differently than what we did withP"").
they-qhould set limits and that the Children we've .obsprved were not
flbrate.and, in fact, were easter to get along with, etc.

37.

Home Visit No. 5
(8-17 month period)

7

server:' B. S.
4

te:

Age:

4/9/73

10 months, 1 week
40

Comments:
, a
This hoMe Visit was the occasion for" first trial of the revised`
Mkt Assessment Scales utilizing the 5" rule opd incorporat4ng the
wt
language guidelines. E. C. and I-felt it went poorly due to the large
amount of double coding of abilities'and language and the necessity
for shifting attention from category to category when there is a lot of
interaction. Worst of all, Mrs. X spent the full 25 minutes feeding S
Since
and this madaithe occasion rather a biased one for our purposes.
she timed the ending of the meal with the ending of.our observation,
and there vas a friend of hers present, this was not an idealobservation in terms of naturalness of behayior haptured.

Mrs. X was rather more controlling than usual today, going so
far as to, control every morsel of pizza that passed S's lips, encouraging
him to bite (his food) repeatedly, and trying to keep him neat and
She related a story of how
clean. This woman has a neatness hangup.
she held S on her lap for one hour before going to a birthday party so
he would stay clean, and then held him on her lap for 3 hours while
there because no baby ciair was available. In addition she bemoaned
her "dirty" floors (they are nearly spotless) and in general is compulsive on this score. She does try to let S wear old clothes at home
so he will get a chance to crawl about, but mentioned plans for
restricting his access to the kitchen and den as,he get6 more mobile.
She claimed one of her problems was with "discipline"* and getting S
to understan4 what was 'off limits "-(the TV, the bathroom, etc.).
Mrs. X will need additional help overcoming her compulsive restrictive
tendencies. Otherwise things are going well and S appeared content
and pleased.
Topics Covered;

Access to parts of house
5040-,

Discipline and control

Childproofing

4/t)I

°

AINk,

*Communication and language - S's efforts to verbalizes

Sibling relationships have improved and things are going well.
o 4
.

dr
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.

Home Visit Ao. 8
I(8-17 month pert d)
Observer:
Date:
Age:

1

B. K.

5/17/73

11 months, 2 weeks

Mrs. X was getting PM dressed p go outin the backyard. He
spent the entire visit outside, playing happily. II reports that he
spends most of his time outdoors and gets upset when it is time to come
The baby practiced climbing. but was not particularly interested
in.
His favorite household object i3 a spoon. S also gets to
in-toys.
go out in the afternoons and 14 reports that he plays happily and doesn't
seem as interested in her when he is outside. .11 pas very pleased that
he was playing in the sandbox but not eating the sand%
Topics discussed
can climb up on a kitchen chair.
Gross motor development
Imitation - S imitates simple actions,and sounds.
2.
Language - S doesti't say any,woras but seems to try to say G.T.,
3.
Ma, and Da-da. M reports proudly that he understands the word "no."
Feeding - S can feed himself using his fingers. He is less
4.
successful with a spoon but does get opportuniikes to try. M doesn't
encourage the use of a cup because she feels it is easier to use a bottle.
Medical problems - S has an appointment to see a foot specialist
5.
next week. His feet turn in very badly and the pediatrician recommenced
a specialist.
1.

General eopments
4'

Things seem to be fine here.
n said she wants to wait a couple of years before she has another'
baby - but that they definitely want as least one more.
M is, thinking about nursery school for PM for next year.
3.
1.
2.

I.

4

101

Hone visit A 5
(8-17 month period)

Observer,

E. C.

Date:

5/31/73

Time:

9:00 a.m.

Age:

12 mos.

4

s,

PM (3-1/2) also at home, watching
In kitchen with M and S.
Setting:
TV and occasionally coming to the kitchen to check on the proceeding\
there.

2

COveraae

\+-

Cross Motor Develonment:
1)

climbs onto couch (about 24"), stairs

2)

sometimes walks aided

3)

crui,nes

4)

prefers crawling

S has been to a specialist about his feet - has had X-rays,
'qrs. X.hopes to get the results next week.

5)

etc.

Favorite Place:

playing outside in yard, lihds.the sand box and swing.

Sibling Relacionshis: According to urn. X, 'fantastic.' however,
did observe that I'M does occasionally push S.
Imitation:

I

sounds and gestures.

Stranger Anxiety: S in not completely over his fear of strangers.
nays he is coming around.'

t4

Plapen:
r

1)

is still used for short periods when V is particularly. busy.

Also,'V has erected 24gates: on a kitchen door which leads
2)
into the living room and one to prevent him going up the stairs.
Interest in Toys: Mrs. Y reported that'S is-no loneer so interested
in toys, but prefers to crawl around and exnlore the house and household
Objects.

9 t 11

0

Home Visit #10

41'

'(8 -17 month period)

Observer:

B.W.

Date:

6/4/73

Age:

1 year 3 days old

Setting

c

At home in the kitchen with many, many toys on the floor

etc.

and a gate to the living room and stairs.
Coverage
a large metal spoon:

Favorite Objects:
Problems:

Very few..

a) Subject has begun to test authority.

He will- repeat forl4dden

approaches and when admonished, he dissolves-into tears.
b) Lately, he gets up ,in the middle ofthe evening occasionally.

He cruises, and climbs a great dear(12"ounit).

Motor Development:

Two nights ago, under supervision, he climbed all the way to
the third flood.

He still shows some, although it is clearly decreasing.

Stranivr Anxiety:
oc

Angert

lie hah taken a few steps unaided.

"He has a temper now."

"He beat-up on his brother."

Favorite Places:

a) the kitchen
b) the windows
c) back yard

.

He likes the bathroom and the-foo of the stairs, but is forbidden
*

/

both.
.Languqge.k
6

Not much happening.

He knows his name, "no," and perhaps

"Give me a kiss."
Access:

Now that there is a gate on the stairs, he can use all of
the apar&oent except the bathroom, unless he is very
If so, he cannot use the livingroom.

dirty.

He goes

outside to the back yard a great deal.
Asking for Help:
.Showing Pride:

Not sure.
4o.

ig's behavior to Subject:

Somewhat more roughhousing, but generally

very good.

(r

-BalanCe of interest between Mother and the rest of the worl . Fine.

03

41.
A

f

1

Home Visit e.lo. 11

(8-17 month period)

Observer:

B. S.

Date:

6/27/73

Nme:

11:00 a.m.

12 months, 3-1/2 weeks

Age:

Today we reportedto firs. X on S's progress to date and she was
quite pleaged with the results. ye visited durin4..a time that there
are sever-al house guests, a sister-in-law was.present during sur discussion and joined in at the end of the visit for an additional halfhour chat about her Wbiklas a public health nurse in California with
Mexican families:.' Mrs. X was quite proud of S's adffiTO'Omnts and
requested that I repeat. some of the comments her sister-in-law had
4
missed.
(The visit took place the morning after a group visit and Hrs. X
drepotted.that she And Ars. Y apent two hours talking in the parking
lot after the meeting ended!)
I.

t

Among other points Covered were the following:
O

1.
2.

S will be showing increated nonrcomp l iance soon and this
should be realized.
S has responded favorably to all the guests ..nd is over
stranger anxiety.r.

3. He shows anger when removed from the area at the b-Ottom of
the stairs, as well as when a toy or object is removed.
He enjoys bouncing on a riding horse in his bedroom.
4.
He is very mother oriented today, making repeated overtures
5.
for attention, and crying occasionally (could be the guests ?).
S's ability as a eZimber has been noted, he climbs stairs,
6.
chairs, and the chain link fence.
12-1/2 month feedback report to U

II.

Testa

Dthonance - Level 0
Bayley 6 mos. - 100 motor, 100 mental
10 mos..- 106-motor, 104 mental'
Language 12 mos. I - 12 mos. level
Abatract Abilities 12 mos. VI - 15.5 moa. level

6

46...40'

r

42.

N./

Whom Visit No. 11

Language
1.
2.

knows/some names but not claszes of own toys (11).
unde \stands simple, familiar instructions requiring
on y a single discre'te change in, behavior

.

Abstract Abilities
-

Visual pursuit and object permanence - can search when
r'
there are invisible displa;gments in a series.
understands
relatioshipei
2. ',construction of object in space
equilibrip0, gravity, detours, absence (brother hides
toys under chairs - he's been trained).
1.

home Visit Highlights
1.

Improvement noted in PH's behavior in mother's handling of
him - more realistic.
Increase in freedom with S - lesrestrictiveness noted.
Mrs. X wellta9d-in to S's overthres, although he makes
. .

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

relatively few.
Curiosity, loloration, and se
progressing nicely.
Dimensions of competence have

I,

'«motivefed play have 411 keen
1

pgrdoaed well, With language
X has shown a
input: showing the most improe ment.
marked ability to correctly/perceive S's interests and needs.
S's love of physical mobilitxj Opd jeer relationships; imitation
and games; outdoor plau_ss10 ediup; growth of temper; testiaa
authority; reduced strang.mthtatx.

Social Instrument
'lost frequent categories (5 ebservatit )
er

*Compliance
Emotional Resource

22

'

ill('

(comforting, reassurance)

.12

*on-Compliance
Attention (Pos)
Affection A
Resource A
Imitation A

9
9
8
6

I

,

Imitation P discussed - beginniqg now
Follows P
Affection P
*Good balance

.

15

(all on one d44)

2_ (41 on one day)

15

f
I,

More oqcurs 'than was noted On forms.
bilt P41 doesn't ;hit back.

o.

S beginning *t_ti hit

Pg

44.

Home Visit #13
i(8-17 monthperio0

Observer:

R. W.

Date:

7/27/73

Time.

3:05 p.m.

just under 14 mos.
(b.d. 6/1/72)
:Tape available

In kitchen, children upstairs.resting

Setting.
Coverage.

.

CV - :I enjoyed it

.2.
3.

.

5.
.6.

'

S is now affectionate
lie 'recognaes certaih people' e.a. - crazy .about F
house in Maine - he's very sociable.
Stranger anxiety

In-laws at-

shyness in second year.

Lots of sounds but few that can be understood.
re had 'a ig fight with 1' A Weeic ac o, but ,Tnerally they get .along
very well.

7.

Climbs anything in the house - house is safety proofed.

8.

he has,a few "no' areas, e.g., the bar and
Access to house
bathroom but most of the house, is available to him.

9.

Teething

10:

7eaativisn - doesn't like to have things taken away from him.

11.

Thinkino

12.

.Clings to M when he needs a nap - otherwise plays well by hinself.

13.

Discipline - M feels uore comfortable with S than with

14.

TV - color and music, cartoons, commercials
very long (only 1 time to date),

15.

Times are great except on long rides- in car or up country where
he had to be confined to.a playpen for many'hours.

starting now, nenory growing.

but not usually for

3-0 1 1 0

tI

45.
Haste- Visit ,#13.,(8-17 month period). cont.

16.

connection with 2laypens. A 14Discussed movie on attachment
month-old should be upset when hill-t/in a playpen for more than one
hour.

17.

Anything puzzlin?, or need talking about? -

18.

Loves to climb stairs,-liut can only cone down 3 or 4 steps.

Corments:

A11 is well.

(

V

..j

1.
. .

\--

-4

1:ome Visit

46.

r14
L

(8-17 month period)

-Observer!

E. C.

Date:

3:120/73
9.30 a.ri.

14-l/2 mos.

Age:

In the yard:

SettinF'.

P,S and Pm'

NI%

CoveraID:re!

Cross Motor Xevelopment. S began walking, unaided. the ay pridlito
this visit. He'seens to be enjoying practising this new skill.
says he clubs a lot climbs up stairs but not down.
Lan uag
" mu mm a

neimlonMent:
"D-D'

understands many instructions,
Babbling a lot.

Says

a

Ti reports S's temper is being exhibited more often of late,
when he is interrupted in his activities if an objrct or toy
e.g.
.
is aken away fron him.
Ange

.

scipline:

smother.
//

spanked for hittihg his brother or when'he hits =
,,
Phines and fusses when It says 'no'. sharply. ,-1,
gets

n: 'points sometimes makes noises, hangs on the table
with his hand '. ihinec, says 'Arum' and.'Dadda.'
Asking for 1

Eibling ralationn%ip- *good- ?; reports very little competition
.between the two boys;

!Iew Interest: Apals - particularly dogs.
buying a

(The

s

ardconsidering

Favorite toy: tiall
Favorite place. yard
Favorite activity:, walkingr climbing the stairs

Ceneral Comments: Everything seems to be going aleng well in this
Mrs. X Tlas eager to express how pleased shdis with being part
home.
of this study. She says she has learned a lot and now is able to
observe and understand many of the things we have been talking about
over the last few months. .She is sorry that the study will soon be
ending.

p

A
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Home Visit Tf 17
(8-17 month period)

t.

.

.

Observer:

B. S.

Date:

-9/25/73

r

1:00 p.m.

Time.

.

Age:

15-3/4 nos.

,

In kitchen withif, PM, and PM's mother

Setting:
A

"14

'

Coverage:
1/4

The most recent news about the X household-co cerns Prs. X's
As
and
they
are
in
well, her husband has been laid off his job again
some financial difficulty since the hospital insure ce may not cover
her recent surgery. Mrs. X is also dieting and has', st la lbs.,
recent hosilitalizatIon.for four days for removal' o' an ab 'cess.

intenditig-to continue for another p, lbs.-7:or so.
bronchitis.

She also, has

Despite, the sound of the above notes, she was i _good spirits and
the visit went rather well. She reported,-that S'is doing well and
PM,seemed fine, despite an accident involving wetting\hik trousers
There were friends isiting during
which she handled rather harshly
97 visit, and S had recently awakened from a nap and sent most of
the time eating ii\hiEr highchair.

Motor Abilities:
of his crib now.

-

S walks well, has started to run and can climb out
He enjoys riding toys.

has occurred,-and S f1aunts
The onset of negativi
Negativism:
parental authoKity when a direct req est is made of him. He doesn't
respond to swats on the bottom and its back when Struck by M. He
does shaw,hurt feelings when yelledat by hisitather.

Family Planninp: Mrs. X state her intention to have no more children
recently born with hyaline membrane
_since two friends' babies we
disease.
Favorite Place: Bathroom (door is kept locked),where he recently
climbed into a tub of water fully clothed; also yard.
Favorite Activity:
over toys.
Favorite Object:

Eating. it's his favorite kind of fun, .preferred

His brother's motorcycle rider.

Activities: Watching TV - especially cartoons and Sesame St.
watches his brother to see when to laugh [This emergent should be
noted for some of our other subjects.]

'flew

3

He

,

48.

Home visit 1/ 17 (8-17 monthiperio4) cont.

Language: He understands everything but says relatively few words,
clearly, although he babbles in a sentence-like foris rather Often.

The kitcl4n chairs lip to.yfeasily when he climbs up and.leans
Safety!
tie
does not attempt to walk down stairs yet. He has climbed
over.
out of crib onto his jumping horse and this is a potenti41 danger early

in the morning.. He is also able to descend from his highchair alone if
14 allows it.

Co9mentb: Mrs. X seems to be doing well with both children, although
It will be interesting
she is. still inclined to be a bit harsh with PN.
this
present
phase'of
to see. how hard she comes down.on S during
assertiveness,
v

4

Y

.) A 4

49.
;lope Visitof;.19

*G-17 month period) r

-(bserver:

r. C.
,t

Date:

10/19/73

Tine:

9.30 a.m.

Me:

16-1/2 mos.

Coverage:
"rs. It reports several clanges in S's behavior duriul
egativism has increases:. he is assert
Couple of weeks.
says oistraction ':o
much more and testing limits.
the time. She al o tries smacking his `arid in an attempt
freely admits t s method does not work most of the t
SI
di cussed various methods of discipline and also the need
Sibling problems have emerged again. M
and consistency.
difficulties are initiated by ..S, not PP. He hits PM with
cation, competes for M's attention, copies almost-everyth
fights over toys, etc. PM will often come to P1 for help
situations rather than fighting back. In the area of lan
opment, progress is go6d. His vocabulary includes 'who's
"Mama;', ''tads "', "puPe (pupPO, '=car ".
"come

t:te. last

himself
ks most of
o discipline;
me. "e
n

for firmness
st of the
ut provong PM does,
n these
,uage develthere,"

Favorite prices include outside and living Ver.(where there are
many forbidden objects within his teach); favorite activity is dancing;
favorite thing is the puppy. He also climbs everything.
S shows hurt feelings usually only towards father.
games.

S does initiate

An emergent mentioned by M is that S is noWtrying to do things
like dressing and undressing himself.
Ceneral Comments:

.

S is a very appealing child, despite negativism. Mrs. X seems
to be handling and surviving negativism quite well. TM seems to be
bearing the brunt of a lot of S's negativistic' behavior. It will be
41
interesting to watch the sibling relationship here.

1

u
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hOma Visit4 20
(0-17 month period)

Observer.

E: K.

Date:

10/31/73

Time:

10:00 a.m.

Age:

17 mos.

Setting:

In the kitchen:

and S

toverage:

Since this was the final visit, I intended to give M a full report
on S'a 14-1/2 mos. test scores flue the observational data. However,
1,1 was t tally preoccupied with problems concerning-the teenagers in
her coza.unity and- spent most of the time talking about her role as
pseudo parent. to a group of approximately 3-10 adolesCents. Each
time I tried to bring the discussion back to S, she listened politely
for about one minute and then turned the conversation back.tO the

original topic.
Basically, N is not having much difficulty with S at ibis point
I did manage to
in time, and is quite comfortable With his progress.
report that he was scoring at or above the group median on the Preschool:
tests at 14-1/2 mos..and reviewed the tentative schedule for the followup study (20-27 mos). nuring ou'r conversation, S was actively engaged
in exploration of toys and household objects and gross motor mastery.
re showed some sins of negativisn (i.e., testing behavior) which M
handled easily and firmly. M reported that hia favorite activity was
'getting into everythinc,:, but that he showed no consistent preference
for one toy or household object.
,

Everything seems fine here.

4
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APPENDIX C

Adult Assessment Scale

9
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Adult Assessment Scales

by

Burton L. white
Barbara Kaban
Bernice Shapiro
Elizabeth Constable

Preschool Project
Laboratory of Human Development
Harvard University
Craduate School of EducatiOn

March, 1974

a

A Manual for the Adult Assessment Scales is available at the Preschool
Project.
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`Preliminary Forms

Adult Assessment Scales

,/

p

Name:

Date:

Observer:

Directions
The Adult AesesSment Scales consist of the following:
1. Checklist I - Child-Adult Inters tion, gilbject initiated

1, Checklist II - Child-Adult Inter ction, Adult initiated
3. Rating Scale T - Distal Adult Effects

4. !lean, Scale II - Dimensions of Competence

An adult assessment visit will be 30 minutes in length.

During

this period the obGtirvttr will check off 1:ehAviors as they, occur

listed in Checklist I - Child-Adult Interaction (Subject initiated)
and Checklist II"- Child-Adult Interaction (Adult initiated)1 The
Rating Scale I - Distal Adult Effects' and Rating Scale II -.Dtmensiond
df Competence will be completed on the same day but after the observer
has Heft the home: All four forms Will be completed for each adult
observation.

Setting at beginning of observation

Time at beginning of observation

a

Checklist 'I

3

Child -Adult Interaction, Subject Initiated#
(Preliminary Form)

Episode at:

Subject's purpose:
.

_

Number of seconds:

a.

l. Timing and diroltion
of Adult's response

a. immediate*
b. delayed
c. no response
d. rejects
2. Perceptions oT Subject's need
a. accurately
b. partially
C. not at all

/

3. Level of difficulty of words
' a. appropriate
b. too complex
c. too simple
d. babytalk
e. none
4. Provision of related ideal
a. yes
b. no

5. Complexity of language
a. complex sent.::, 3"

phrase /sent.' 3"
c. one word
none
64.yrovision of encouragement,
reinforcement of enthusiasm
a.l yes

b. no
c. inappropriate

7. Teaching realistic limits
a. yes
b. no
c. inappropriate

fi

8. SatisfactIon of Subject's needs
a. yen
b. no
c. partial

Xis

s

Checklist1I'.
Child-Adult Interaction, Adult Initiated
(Preliminary Form)

4

'

....4,,

.

.
,

.

Episode at:

Number of second

'

'

.

.

:

'

.
.-:/'

I. Purpose of the interaction
e... stimulating child

b. control-positiva
c. control-negative

.

.
.

II. Emotional tone of the
interaction

1.

t.

a. positiite

! b. negative

.

.

c. neutral
.-

i

r

-

III. Content of interaction
_

,

,

I

.

...------.

:.

.
.

.

E'.icods at:
.

,
1

Number of seconds:

I. Purpose of the interaction
g. stimulating child
lb. control-positive
c. control-negative

.

II. Emotional tone of the
' interaction
a. positive
b. negative
c. neutral
III. Content of interaction

.

.

.

...

.

4

b.
4

Rating Sealel.
Distal Adult Meets
(rreliinary FoiM)
7

A. Design of t4 home.

a.

.c.

1

..

,

Piecurement of materials for Sbject's use

A.

2

'

3

'

4

!I

averagel)

grossly
suitable

5
. grossly

no basis

unsditable

for rioting

.

)

o

t

Comments:

safety to child)

2. Safety precautions

excellent

U

'5

2

3

4

aboVe
average

average

below
average

1

no basis
for rating

grossly
inadequate

Comments:

3. Childproofing (protection of breakables, avori.
and unnecessary extra work)
3

2

1

proofirw,

.

maximal childproofing
minimal access

.

maximal access

estruction

5

4

minimal childproofing
maximal access

maximal child-

g

0

no basis
for rating

Comments:

4. Accessibility to living area
2

1

maximum most of
home
011

Comments:

3

.

average
'

4

5

very
little

minimum

0

no basis
for rating

B. Adult effects
*

1. Adult's availlbility to Subject
1

maximum

2

above
average

3

4

average

below
average

,

5'
minimum

0

no basis
for rating

T

Comitents1

,

.

,

t

Adult's scheduling of daily activities which are.14kely to enhance
or inhibit development'.
1

maximum

3

above., .averageaverage

4

5

below:
average

miuimum

0
no basis
for rating
d

Comme4ti;:

d 0 1;2 3

,

Rating Scale II
Dimensions of Competence

For0.

Adult's resiOnse

Diiensions of Competence

"---;;;;IL;TWerage

,

poor
,

'

1. To get and maintain attention
of adults

no basis
for
rating

-

/r-

2. To use adults as resources
.

3. To express affection to adults
4. To express hostility to adults
5. To lead peers

w

.

6. To follouPpeers
(

7. To,express affection to peers
..

8. To express hostility to peers

.

9. To compete

k-F -

NP\

10. To prove oneself.or show
pride in one's accomplishments

.

11. Role play

9

1

12. Language development
'4
.

13. To sense dissonance
14. To anticipate consequences

r

15. To deal with abstractions
16. To take the perspective,
of another
.

17. To make interesting assoctiationsl'
18. To plan, and carry out multistepped activities

.

.

19. To use resources effectively
20. ,To dual focus

7

_

-

)0124

Categories for Checklist I
Child-Adult Interaction, Subject Initiated'
Subject's purpose

Abbreviations

ipl

To please

TO gain approval

gain app

To procure a service

proc sery

To gain attention

gain att

To maintain social contact

vsc

To annoy

annoy
..

,

To direct/dominate/lead

direct

To compete/gain status

compete

To ease discomfort

ease disc

1

Comments:

0111711.

A

APPENDIX D

Social Competence:

Scoring Inforlmat

a

00126

Social Competence: 'Scoring Information

After havilig collected data on the social behavior of children

aged 1-=3 yews for the past year, we needed to calculate indices of
social competence for each child.

sing the original eight dimensions

of social' competence which formed the lAsis ffor the Social Behavior

Checklist, ere derived a scoring system based.on: raw frequencies, on

bonuses for favorable ratios of.poeitive to neative and successful
to unsuccessful behdviors, and on a bonus for the number of social
abilities achieved.

To be exact, the following discussion shows, for

each dimension, what elements contributed to the overall competence'
scores-

Each of the eight dimensions of social competence is sa''red for
each subject.
;rear- olds'.
0.

One-year-olds' sccresare computed separately from two -

law scores are converted to standard scores, with the

maximum score in each age group (ones and twos) receiving 10 points,
and the intervening scores proportioned in between Osand 10.
competence score Consists of 5 dimensions:

"',/ite adult

gaining. the attention of an

adult, using the adult as a resource, , ..pressing, affection and hostility
to adults, showing pride in product, lnfl adult role play.

competence score consists of 3 dimensions:

The peer

leading and following, ex-

pression of (tffection and hostility, and competition for equipment and
for adult's attentiPn.

Peer competence scores were computed only

where sufficient interaction warranted their inclusion;. that is, if
during at least 60% of the;-time a child was Observed he was in the

presence of peers, than his peer score was computed.

9 i

7, 7

For chilc:ren

0

2.
i
With both adult 'and peer scores, a combine I\ index of social competence

is computed based on all eight dimensions
In,ailmmary, scores on

width range from 4 to 10.

alldilsions

''.

are converted to standard-scores

The maximum'adult competence Score is 50; the
,A.-

maximum peer competence score is 30; the maximdm combined score is 80.

Scoring. Social Behavior Checklist

Uettina an adult's attention,

From a psychological point of view, the ability to get an adult's
attention through socially acceptable means is one'facter contributing
7
heavily to the social competence store. The frequency of successful
socially acceptable attempts is counted; if success outweighs lack of
success on this dimension, a bonus of two points is added.

the actual

of success to lack of success is added to the score (with a maxi-

ratio

.

mum ratio of five); if total frequency of positive attention-getting
attempts is greater than total frequency of negative attention-getting
attempts, then a bonus of two points is added.

Finally, the ratio of

positive to negative attention-getting attempts is entered into the
,score.

These elements are then added to produce a score on dimension

.\\

getting an adult's attention.

one:

Using an adult as a resource
'

If a child shows Success in utilizing an adult as a resource,

such
either instrumentally or emotionally, then the total frequency of

weight;
success is added to his competence score and receives greatest
in
further a'bonus of two points accrues if success outweighs failure

using an adult instrumentally; next a to-point bonus is .added for success

A

3.

outweighing failure-in using an adult as an emotional resource; then the

ratio of success to failure is entered in using an adult instrumentally
(with a maximum of 5);. the ratio of using the adult as an instrurgental:

vs. an emotional resource is then added to the competence Score for

dimension two, using

.adult as a resource.

Expression of affection and Nritility to adults
'The child's ability to express' both affection and hostility is

viewed as a manifestation of'social competence.

A

The total frequency of

affection scores is added if the sores for affection putweigh the.
hostility scores, then the frequency of hostility scores Is added; the
.

presence of hostility scores receives a bonus of twa points, and the
ratio of affection to hostility is entered,%,with a maximum ofiL

This

method insures equal weighting of affection and hostility.

Pride in productoo
This dimension of social competence has been weighted equally in
the scoring system, despite its lower frequency overall.

Expressions

of pride in creationso possessions, or actions are added to a subject's
score in their raw frequency form.

Adult role play
Similar to 'pride in product in its less frequent occurrence,

dimension is likewise given equal weight in the scoring system,
total frequency of such scores entered into the competence score.

) 9 )1. 2 9

this

4.

Leading and Following:

Peers and Children

The ability to lead and follow other children (underage 7) is
another dimension of sociallcompetence.

The frequency of positive (or

neutral) leadership attempts, combined with the frequency of following
(with or without verbal directions) other children, formed one part of
this score and receives greatest weight; further, if successful leader-'
ti

ship attempts (positive, neutral, or negative) outnumbered unsuccessful

attempts, a bonus of two points accrued; the ratio of success to failure,
in leadership attempts was added (with a maximum of 5); and finally, the

subject,received a bonus of two points if overall leadership attempts
outweighed the following.

Expression of Affection and Hostility:

to Peers and Children

The Subject's total affection frequency was entered, followed by
ratio of
a bonus for expressiOn of_hostility, and the inclusion of the
affection to hostility.

The frequency of hostility scores is entered.

only if affection scores are present.

Competition with Peers and Children
The score for competition consists of the number of successful
attempts at competing for adult's attention, and for equipment, added to

which is the ratio of success to failure in competition attempts.

The Distribution Score
For children between eight and 36 months of age, the final step in.

determining the social competence score requires-consideration of the
breadth of such abilities.

Added in October 1974.

5.
116

The social behaviors of competent

three- to six-year-old children

were the source of our definition of social competence.

lie listed eight

social skills because they were each commonly seen in-all of the welldeveloped children we studied.

Some weight therefore, has been given to

the factor of distribution of social
of the individual abilities.

abi4ies

as well as to the extent

Very often children under threeltars of

age have too little experience with children their own age urAndicate
their social abilities with peers.

The result is a necessity to concen-

trate the assessment prhecess for young children on the five dimensions

of social competence shown by such children in interactions with adults
or older children.
sot

After calculating standard scores for each of the Adult-oriented
rlcsocial compete ies, a credit for representation across categories is
added as follows

12 points for scoring (1 or more points) in five

categories, 8 points for scoring in.four categories, and 4 points for
scoring in three categories.

For example, a child scoring 25 points in

three categories' gets a 4 point bonus, bringing his score to 29 points,

while a child scoring 25 points in five categories gets a 12 point
bonus, raising his score to 37 points.
In summary, scores on the five adult' dimensions are converted to

standard scores which range from 0 to 10.
reflect the breadth of social skills.

A bonus is then added to

Including_the;bonus for representa-

tion in all five dimensions, the maximum adAlt social competence, score
is 62 points.

;Hi t31

.

6.

COMPETENCE FACTORS

(For COldiibadings see Social Behavior Checklist numbers.entered in boxes on following page)
Cycle:
Age:
Subject:

18 20 22 24 28 30 42 44 46 48 50

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 34,36 38 46, Col:

Col:

Total

Oiai

Col:

52 54

Total

Total

1111

10

18 + 20 + 28 + 30

48 50

Col:

--3

if 10

5

-+

12, 2

if 18 - I

C>

10/12

if 10 + 12 > 14 + 16, 2

+ 12/14 + 16

A

1,2,3,4,5)

Type B (Col 9

0 or blank)

Type A (Col 9

>5

_

0)

18 + 22/20 + 24 -

>5

if 18 + 20 + 22 424 > 28 + 30, 2

--)

>5

0>

,

22 > 20 + 24, 2

Leading and Followin Peers and Children

LF

Attention of Adult

c

18 '+ 22

42

18 > 20, 2 9
18/20

-->

if 20 >24, 2

-7)

0>

>5

0>

>5

-7)

if 42 - 44 - 46 > 0, 44 + 46
if 44 + 4-6 >t, 2

.

18 + 20/22 + 24 4.>
R - Using Adult as a Resource

0>

42/44 + 46
RP

>5

Expression of Affection and Hostility
to Peers and Children

34

48 + 52

if 34 - 36 - 38 > 0, 36 + 38

7.)

0>

48 + 52/50 + 54

if 36 + 38 >2, 2
34/36 + 38
RA

--)

C

0>

-7)

>5

>5

Competition with Peers
and Children

Expressioli7efAffec-

tion and Motility
6

to Adults
PP

46 + 48

PP

Pride in Product

RP-55

v

RP

Role/Play

A
Raw
Weight
Corrected

R

HA

RP

PP

,HP,

LF

Competence

C
r.
MNIIINMOIM1110

,1111M101.0

.1111111101111

111.11111.111,

2

Date and Time

Name:

Code#

Observer

Place. of Obs.

Age

CHECKLIST FOR SCORING SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

A.

Categories for Interaction between Child and Adult
1.

2.

ATTENTION of ADULT - POSITIVE
(Exaniples of behavior to be scored: Moves
toward and stands or sits near A; touches A;
calls to A, shows pomething to A; tells
something to A.) /

Successful Unsuccessful
1

12

10

Successful Unsuccessful

ATTENTION of Adult I NEGATIVE
(Shows off; misbehaves.)

16

14

3.

4.

,Successful Unsuccessful

Uses Adult as a RESOURCE - INSTRUMENTAL
(Seeks explanation or information; seeks A's
judgment in peer dispute; seeks A's help
with clothing, equipment, or food.)
Uses Adult as a RESOURCE - EMOTIONAL
(Seeks comforting, seeks reassurance.)

20

18

,

Successful Unsuccessful

22

1

24

I
5.

6.

CONTROLS Adult - Positive,` Neutral, or
Negative
(Directs A in a positive, neutral, or
negative manner.)

Successful Unsuccessful

26

28

COMPLIANCE with Adult's Directives
(Child readily follows A's directives.)
30

7.

NON-COMPLIANCE with Adult's Directives
(Resistance, either verbal or physical;
disobeys, ignores.)

32

t.?

8.

et'

Expresses AFFECTION
affection - smiles,
statement; physical
hugs, shares, makes

to Adult (Verbal
laughs, makes friendly
affection - touches
friendly gesture.)

34

,

8.
Expresses HOSTILITY to Adult
(Verbal - rejections or expressions of
dislike; physical - hits, grabs, throws
object, tantrum, rejects physical
affection.)

9.

10.

IMITATION of ADULT
(Direct imitation of A's statement
or action.)

Physical,

Verbal

36

Verbal

12.

-'13.

38

Physical Uns ecif

421

40

11.

.

PRIDE in'Product - CREATION
(expresses pride in a creation S
'has tbmpleted; either to self,
peer, or adult.)

44

46

PRIDE in ATTRIBUTE
(Expression of pride in possessions
or actions; boasting.)

48

.
ADULT ROLE PLAY
(Dresses up like adult, plays adult
role, expresses desire to grow

501

14.

,

.

CHILD ROLE PLAY
(Plays immature role, expresses
desire to remain a child.)
52
,

PLEASE LIST COMMENTS ABOUT THIS SUBJECT ON REVERSE SIDE.

NOTE:

IL

Categories for Interaction between Peers

.

1.

Successful. Unsuccessful
ATTENTION OP PEER
(Moves toward and stands or sits near Pi'touches P; calls to P; shows something
12
10.
to P; tells something to P; shows off.)

2.

Uses. Peer as a RESOURCE - INSTRUMENTAL
(seeks explanation or information;
seeks P's help with clothing or
equipment.)

3.

LEADS IN Peer Activities - POSITIVE
or NEUTRAL (Directs P.in a positive
or neutral manner.)

13 4

Successful Unsuccessful

14

16

Successful Unsuccessful
18

20

LEADS in Peer Activities - NEGATIVE
.(Directs P in a negative manner.)

4.

Successful Unsuccessful

24

221

5.

.

4

Serve'as a MODEL for Peer
(Situations where S is copied by P
without having given,P any directions
26

to do
6.

}OLLOWS lead of Peers - Peer gives
S VERBAL directions (Follows P in
what to do or how to do Something;
follows but modifies peer's
directions.)

7.

FOLLOWS lead of Peers - Peer gives
NO VERBAL DIRECTIONS (Involved
observation; verbally supporePeer's
statement; follsA_peer around; joins
peer or group etgaied in specific
activity.)

8.

REFUSES to FOLLOW Peer's Directions
(Resists, refuses, disobeys, or ignores
peer's directions.)

tr

9.

IMITATION OF PEER
(Repeats sound or action of peer,
(e.g., word, phrase, sentence, gesture,
sequence of behavior in game, etc.)

28

MAT

WHO
34
36
38

.

99"1-71,

F"

MV

.0,,MP
10.

11.

Expresses AFFICTION to Peer
(Verbal - smiles, laughs, makes
friendly statement; physical - touches,
hugs, offers help or sharing.)
Expresses HOSTILITY to Peers
(Verbal - hostile or resistant statements; physical - hits, grabs, spits,
physically disrupts peer's activity
(equipment), refuses to share, rejects
physical affection.)

42
VENAL

PHYSICAL

44

46

COMPETES with Peer for Adul 's Attention
(Talks about materials or peers in which
A is showing an interest; tries to be
picked by A for a specific task.)

Successful

bnsuccessful

48

50

COMPETES with Peer for EQUIPMENT
(Verbal or physical competition over
classroom objects or equipment.)

Succes0sful

Unsuccessful

4

12.

13.

t 3 5

52J.

54

